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Preface

Several events occurring in 1974 murk the importance accorded to educa-
tion and resew :h for international coexistence and collaboration and for
SOIing the global life problems. The United Nations University has been
established. Unesco's General Assembly will be called upon to consider
a recommendation concerning education for international understanding,
cooperation and peace and education relating to human rights and funda-
mental freedoms. The importance of educational and research cooperation
for peace has been stressed at the ongoing Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe.

This summary of viewpoints and proposals on internationalizing educa-
tion may be seen as a contribution to these endeavors.

The committee whose five reports are summarized in this publication
m, as appointed in 1972 by the Office of the Chancellor of the Swedish
Universities. It sets worldwide solidarity as the main goal of international-
'zing education at all levels. The introduction of an international dimen-
sion in all education is seen as one of the measures needed to permit hums ..n
coexistence in a shrinking world. Education must also see to it that aerent
kinds of vocational pursuits acquire an increasing international .omponent.

The committee has sought to benefit from experiences in other countries.
This summary of its reports may perhaps give something in return. Above
all, however, I hope that we shall receive comments and criticism from
other countries. Such material will be useful to the Swedish educational
authorities who are now being called upon to decide about the committee's
final proposals.

Underlying this publication is the conviction that all people on this earth
are interdependent and that education must help to solve the international
problems and, in so doing, secure the future of mankind.

Hans Lowbeer
Chancellor of the Swedish Universities
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1 The Swedish educational system

1.1 Primary and secondary education
Sweden has a nine-year comprehensive
school which children begin at the age of
seven. At sixteen they move on to an upper
secondary school, where they may choose
between three main lines: three-year theo-
retical, two-year theoretical and usually
two-year vocational. The objective is to
have 90 % of the pupils continue in some
form of upper secondary education.

The teachers may be divided into four
main categories. Lower-level teachers
(grades 1-3 of the primary school) and
middle-level teachers (grades 4-6) receive
all their training at teachers colleges (schools
of education). The subject teachers (grades
7-9 of the comprehensive school plus
upper secondary) first graduate from uni-
versities and then take practical training
at teachers colleges. The fourth category
consists of teachers in gymnastics, music
and drawing, home economics, vocations
etc.

1.2 Universities and professional schools
There are many varieties of postsecondary
or tertiary education; here we deal only

ith education at university level (including
professional schools). The normal founda-
tion for university studies is one of the
three -year theoretical lines in a secondary
school. Thus a student can enter university
at the age of 19 (20 after military service)
and after 12 years of schooling. The Gov-
ernment has decided that in principle all
svcondary school lines will qualify for
entrance to university from the mid-1970s.
Special entrance requirements will then be
stipulated depending on the type of tit iver-
sity studies cont.implated. Other trends are
to recruit people who have had jobs for
some years and to %iew the university period
as a step in re.:urrent education.
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About 110,000 students are enrolled in
the universities and professional schools.

With regard to entrance opportunities the
universities can be divided into two groups:
the "free faculties" (theology, law, humani-
tie., social sciences, natural sciences) which
in principle set no admission quotas, and
other faculties (such as medicine and engi-
neering) which set such quotas.

All universities and professional schools
(except for the .School of Business Adm.
nistration and Economics in Stockholm:
are state institutions. Most of them come
under the supervision of the Office of the
Chancellor of the Swedish Universities. The
main guidelines for their curricula are
determined by the office, whereas each
university decides its own study literature
and variants in course content.

The Swedish universities and educational
institutions at university level are as follows:

Universities
University of Uppsala (theology, law, me-
dicine, humanities, social sciences, mathe-
matics and natural sciences, pharmacy)
University of Lund (theology, law, medi-
cine, humanities, social sciences, mathe-
matics and natural sciences, dentistry, engi-
neering)
University of Stockholm (law, humanities,
social sciences, mathematics and natural
sciences)
University o1 Gilteborg (medicine, humani-
ties, social sciences, mathematics and na-
tural sciences, dentistry)
University of Umeti (medicine, humanities,
social sciences, mathematics and natural
sciences, dentistry)
University Center of LinkOping (medicine,
engineering; and at undergraduate level:
humanities, social sciences, mathematics
and natural sciences)
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Profess/omit sehook
Caroline Medico-Surgical Institute, Stock.
holm (medicine, dentistry)

Institute of Technology, Stockholm

Institute of ethnology, Wu:burg
Center of Engineering, Lu 14 (partial)

School of Business Administration and Eco-
nomies, Stockholm (private school under
public regulation)

Agricultural College, Uppsala

College of Forestry, Stockholm

Veterinary College, Stockholm

Schools of Journalism in Stockholm and
Ciiiteborg

Shook of Social Work and Public Admi-
nistration in Stockholm. Lund, GOteborg,
Orebro, Umea and Ostersund (training
mainly welfare agency staff and local gov-
ernment officers)

Teachers Colleges in Falun, Gavle, GOte-
horg, Jiinkiiping, Kalmar, Karl-
.tad, Kristianstad, LinkOping, Lulea, Mal-
in O, Stockholm, Umea, Uppsala and Vasjo
(providing subject training and pedagogy
for classroom teachers of primary schools, as
well as pedagogy for subject teachers of sec-
ondary schools; the latter get their subject
training at the universities).

As is evident from the above, in some cases
the same training can be obtained either at
a university or professional school (e.g.
medicine or engineering). The two forms
are completely equivalent, however. It
should be pointed out that business admi-
nistration and economies can also be studied
at the university social science faculties.

The largest institutions are the universi-
ties of Uppsala, Lund, Stockholm and Go-
teborg, having 15,000.20,000 students
each.

1.3 Education at the universities and
professional schools

The "philosophical faculties" (humanities,
social sciences, mathematics and natural
:ciences) feature a common educational
. }.ter.( based on "points". One point repre-
sent, tin,: v,e,..1%., sh(!ic,. In on.:

academic year a student is expected to
manage 40 points, divided into 20 points
for each of the autumn and spring terms.
Many students take longer, however. The
first degree is the "filosofie kandidatesa-
men", abbreviated to "fil.kund." or F.K.
It is roughly the Swedish equivalent of
a B.A., B.Sc. or B.Econ. This degree re-
quires 120 points and the normal period
of study has been set at three years but
often works out longer in practice.

A number of various educational prog-
rams (also called "lines of studies") lead to
the F.K. degree. The choice of subjects in
an) one program is partly predetermined,
with different subjects being taken in a
particular sequence. During his first year a
student normally studies only one fixed
subject, the second year he may choose
among several subjects and the third year
his choice is completely free. But students
have also possibility of composing their own
educational program. The study of most
subjects leads to 20 or 40 points (in some
cases 10 points). Most subjects can be
pursued further up to 80 points. A program
leading to the F.K. degree usually consists
of study in 2-4 subjects.

After completing his undergraduate work,
recognized by the first degree, a student
may continue with postgraduate studies
leading to a doctor's degree. This involves
only one subject, in which at least 60 points
are required for admission to the postgrad-
uate or research level. At least four years
following the F.K. degree are normally
needed for doctoral studies, which include
writing a scientific dissertation, the doctoral
thesis.

Thus there is no Swedish equivalent of
the Master's degree. By continuing to study
one or two subjects past the F.K. degree,
of course, a student can achieve a know-
ledge level comparable to that of a Master's
degree.

The educational system described above
refers to the faculties of humanities, social
sciences, and mathematics and natural
sciences. System; and length of study vary
for other types of uni..-asity education, but
there is still a first degree and a doctorate
(except for schools of journalism, social
work and publi: administration, and teach-
ers colleges).

The periods of study which have been
determined as standard for basic degrees
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ill %mic's disciplines are as follows; theo-
logy 3 I 2 years, law 4 1 2 y ears, medicine
5 1, 2 years, dentistry 5 years, pharmacy
4 years, engineering 4 years, agriculture 4
years, forestry 4 years and seterinary me
dicine 5 I 2,years.

1.4 Organization of the universities
The Office of the Chancellor of the Swedish
Universities is an autonomous civil service
department under the Ministry of Educa-
tion. It is the cetral administrative author-
ity for the universities.

The hoard of a university is its Senate,
consisting mainly of the professors who are
chairmen of the various faculties. Current
business is dealt with by the Office of the
'ice-Chancellor. The universities are divid-
ed into faculties, some of which may be
subdivided into sections. Each faculty or
section has a joint teacher-student council
authorized to take decisions on educational
matters (e.g. local curricul-m design).

Education and research within the facul-
ties take place in departments specializing
in one subject, sometimes more than one
subject.

Board membership at some of the protes-
sional schools includes persons representing
other sections of the community. Adoption
of this system can also be expected in the
case of the universities.

University operations are financed almost
entirely out of government budget appro-
priations which are voted each year by
Parliament (riksdag). In addition, grants to
research projects are made by the national
research councils. Private endowments and
industry-sponsored research play a minor
role in financing.

1.5 Financing student costs of living
All students qualify for state-provided study
assistance (studionede/) if they largely

adhere to the normal scholastic,: puce. This
assistance covers the necessary costs of
living. A smaller portion amounts to a
bursary which need not be repaid. The
greater portion is a special type of state
loan, repayable over a long period pursuant
to separate rules.

Students in the postgraduate curriculum,
i.e. doing research to qualify for the doctor-
ate, may obtain non-repayable state fellow-
ships to cover the necessary living costs.
However, there are not enough of these.
Many graduates support themselves by tak-
ing jobs as assistant lecturers or researchers
at the universities, Study assistance is also
used to help finance the training of rese-
archers.

The foregoing holds for Swedish students.
Visiting students from abroad are not elig-
ible for the study assistance; see section
9.3.6.

1.6 Reforms
Reform is constantly going on in the realm
of higher education with respect to changes
in organization, intake capacity, educational
programs, curricula etc. The work described
in this publication is part of a never-ending
review process.

A major governmental commission of
inquiry (called U 68) has been working for
some years vn problems relating to the
organization, capacity and location of high-
er educational facilities. Its main report
was published in March 1973, with recom-
mendations that may shape the future of
university education in Sweden from the
mid-1970s on.

Parliament will consider the U 68 recom-
mendations in autumn 1974. Among the
questions on the agenda is an expansion of
the area covered by higher education and
the adoption of overall admission quotas
(numerus clausus).

9
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2 The Internationalization Committee and its work

2.1 Composition of the committee
In a speech in 1970 the Swedish Prime
Minister, Mr. Olof Palme, said, "We want
to internationalize Swedish society. This
is one of the most important tasks of the
seventies. And that means we must inter-
nationalize our educational system." The
commission of inquiry mentioned above
(U 68) proposed internationalization as one
of the main goals that the universities should
promote.

At the beginning of 1972 the Office of
the Chancellor of the Swedish universities
appointed a special committee to work
more closely on the internationalization of
university education. The committee con-
sisted of the following members: Bertil
Ostergren (former director of the Swedish
Confederation of Professional Associations),
chairman; Mathias Berg (a student of social
sciences and representative of the National
Union of Students), Sune Carlson (professor
of business administration and economics,
University of Uppsala, former director of
the UN Bureau of Economic Affairs),
Anders Forsse (assistant director-general,
Swedish International Development Author-
ity), Helge Hane (personnel manager, Alfa-
Laval Company), Lennart Holm (director-
general, National Board of Urban Plan-
ning, former professor of architecture), To-
re Tallroth (ambassador, Ministry for For-
eign Affairs); Birgit Ahlberg and Benny
Jonsson (section heads, Office of the Chan-
cellor of the Swedish Universities). secre-
taries.

The committee deliberated .with a refer-
ence group consisting of 15 representatives
from various interest croups outside the
universities. Subcommittees of experts were
constituted to deal with special tasks, in
addition to which university teachers were
engaged to furnish expertise in various
disciplines.

10

2.2 Tasks of the committee
The committee's main task has been to
analyze motives and objectives for increased
internationalization in the area of higher
education and to put forward proposals in
the light of this analysis. It was to evaluate
all types of needs and measures: universal
internationalization of education, vocational
skills for international service and jobs in
other countries, knowledge of foreign lan-
guages, studies abroad and the international
exchange of university staff. Since it was
impossible to put forward proposals for
total curriculum revision, the committee
thought it advisable to devise models and
prototypes on internationalizing the educa-
tional content. The committee was also
called upon to draft instructions to govern
how education could be internationalized
on a continuous basis.

2.3 The committee's work
We began our work with an outline survey
of needs and wishes relating to interna-
tionalized education. The material for this
survey was obtained in two ways: (a) re-
sponses to a written questionnaire addressed
to various interest groups in the community;
(b) discussions with representatives of teach-
ers and students at universities and pro-
fessional schools. We also set about to col-
lect foreign empirical data in this area.

A fundamental conclusion drawn from
the survey work was that the need for
internationalized education cannot be quan-
titatively defined. That is because the need
is universal. This being so, we observed
that the central quest must be increased
internationalization of all studies. We have
therefore found three types of measures to
he most important: to internationalize the
content of all studies generally, to enlarge lan-
guage training for all educational groups and
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to intensify the international eNehange of
students and teachers. Such a general inter-
nationalization of all education is more
important than to offer specialized inter-
national studies to certain limited groups.
But it is also more diffik11, to bring into
being, which means that the task must be
tackled with redoubled energies.

In our orinion the pivotal weight that
must be put on creating an international
perspective in all education argues for view-
ing the educational system as a whole. Liven
though our main concern was with univer-
sity education, it follows that we have also
taken up the internationalization of primary
and secondary edueation, accord high
priorit to internationalizing the academic
education and in-service training of school-
teachers. Moreover, we have held discus-
sions with the popular education associa-
tions about internationalizing their activities.

the prospects for internationalizing uni-
\ ersity education will depend largely on the
universities themselves: their ability to inno-
vate, the organization, resources and ma-
nagerial talents they command, and the

thrust of their research. We have therefore
also undertaken to discuss such matters
which affect university polley in general.

In three preliminary reports, 1, 11 and
IV, we have put forward proposals for
specialized international studies, mainly in
the social sciences area but in several in-
stances of interdisciplinary character; the
substance of these reports is set out in sec-
tion 7.7.5-7.7.9.

In another preliminary report (111) the
whole question of internationalizing educa-
tion was subjected to a debate of principle.
The comments on this report coming from
universities and professional schools, stu-
dent unions, government agencies and va-
rious organizations in the community guid-
ed us in the closing phase of our work.

The final report (V), published in Sep-
tember 1974, contains our main proposals.
Although the present summary chiefly
builds upon this report, it includes the
cardinal viewpoints and proposals presented
in earlier reports. The summarized reports
encompass about 45(1 printed pages in all.

11
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3 internationalizing eduk:ation: needs, motives and goals

3.1 The process of internationalization

We use the term, "internationalization pro-
cess", to designate the trend towards great-
er dependence and teamwork between coun-
tries and peoples. It affects many areas:
economics, trade and politics, the world of
work and the labor market, information
and physical communications, the need to
solve global problems (e.g. population
.growth, allocation of welfare, pollution and

natural resources). The process generates
needs to make education more international.
Hut our assessments and proposals are not
solely based on the need to adjust to the
internationalization process. We have pro-
ceeded from an ideological value judgment,
namely that internationalization makes a
desirable road along which to travel, with
education to serve as one of the convey-
ances.

Naturally, not every element of the pro-
cess is positive or desirable. Thus interna-
tionalizing the economy may have some
undesirable consequences, an aspect brought
out by the debate on multinational com-
panies. A serious development on the
world scene is the widening gap in material
standards between an affluent minority of
the earth's population in the industrialized
countries and a poverty-stricken majority
in the developing countries. This could pose
one of the gravest threats to world detente.
Education must not be harnessed to impe-
rialistic strivings but must be made to pro-
mote equality and solidarity between coun-
tries and peoples. Among other things, edu-
cation should serve to invalidate the tra-
ditional Western attitude to the developing
countries.

The incidence of negative and problemat-
ic elements notwithstanding, the trend to-
wards increased internationalization is not
only largely inevitable but also overwhelm-
ingly positive. Not least positive is the grow-
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ing insight that the crucial problems of
survival are indeed global, and as such can
only be solved by countries and peoples
working together.

The fact that growing international inter-
dependence brings problems and drawbacks
in its train provides all the greater induce-
ment to internationalize education. To gain
insight into the internationalization process,
and with that the tools to evaluate and in-
fluence it, we must have internationally
oriented knowledge, attitudes and skills. An
internationalized education will have to take
up problems from different aspects and be
critical and value-conscious,

Many people think the problems of glo-
bal survival will assume decisive crisis pro-
portions within a few decades. In that case
those who are now being educated will he
called upon to solve these problems and
go on living in an internationalized world
or not survive at all.

Schools and universities have yet to adapt
adequately to the process of internationaliza-
tion and the demands of international co-
existence.

3.2 Motives for an internationalized
education
In our preliminary reports we distinguished
between a general motive for internatio-
nalizing education and a labor market mo-
tive.

The general niternaliOnalL7nllon !ware
In speaking of a world that has shrunk the
reference may be to proliferated communi-
cations and ties between countries and
peoples as a result mostly of economic
growth and technological advance. Anyone
who is going to be able to function as
citizen of a society more and more inter-
nationalized will have to be armed with
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attitudes, knowledge and skills that relate
not only to his own nation or culture but
also to the world at large.

But the fact that the world has shrunk
means something more, too. It has become
increasingly clear that many of the crucial
life problems are of global extent and can
only be solved in international collabora-
tion. A citizen of the world that is now
emerging should command an education
that not only makes him aware of problems
unrestricted to the home nation or culture
but also capable of helping to solve them.

We see education for international soli-
darity as the core of the general interna-
tionalization motive. It is this ideological
value judgment, call it instilling a sense of
world citizenship, that we wanted to be
primarily controlling of the positions we
have taken.

Naturally, this is not to suggest that edu-
cation should try to eliminate affinity with
one's close-in environment or nation. The
global life problems also bear crucially
upon the basic determinants of individual
and national life. In short, internationaliza-
tion is a national interest.

Conflicts are of course bound to arise
between short-term national interests which
are contrary to the internationalistic en-
deavors and long-term national interests
which coincide with these. So our concep-
tion of the general internationalization mo-
tive harbors this: we want to emphasize
the longer-ranging but still relatively near-
at-hand perspective on which the national
and international interests converge.

In saying that one goal of education is
to instill a sense of and responsibility for
world citizenship, we naturally do not mean
that people can or should renounce their
national origin. The national bonds of com-
mon purpose need to be replenished and
enlarged, not eliminated.

We consider it a national interest to have
education create:

a) increased insight into the home nation's
determinants in a rapidly changing world:
b) increased understanding, and hence re-
spect, for conditions which stem from ante-
cedents other than those in the home nation
or culture;

c) increased ability to take part in and in-
fluence the interplay between conditions of
local or national origin and factors of multi-
national or universal import.

The general internationalization motive must
pervade primary and secondary education.
But it must also be central at university
level. The broadened overview that higher
education ought to offer can and should
have many perspectives, among them

the historical perspective, which is calcu-
lated to put the development of national
affairs under the illumination of history as
It unfolds in other countries and to improve
understanding of other people's situations
in the light of their history;

the economic-social perspective, which ad-
verts to international economic relations,
their interaction with national economies
and the interplay between economic and
social tendencies in the home country and
other countries;

the resources-related perspective, which can
illuminate the dependence of humanity and
hence of the home country on natural re-
sources, broadly interpreted, as well as their
management and mismanagement;

the political perspective, which among other
things can deepen insight into the allocation
of world roles between relatively powerful
and weak states and groups of states;

the cultural perspective, which can afford
insight into different kinds of cultures and
religions and, flowing from this, insight
into the relativity of the culture concept and
a deeper perspective on development of the
home culture;

the communications-related perspective,
which confers ability to partake of informa-
tion in other languages and to communicate
with the surrounding world.

Almost all education at universities and
professional schools should embody one or
more of these perspectives in line with the
general internationalization motive.

The labor market motive
This is interpreted to mean that university
education must adapt to the fact that more
and more vocational duties are rapidly
taking on an international flavor. For a
good example one need only look at the
Swedish economy, which depends so much
on foreign trade. Some university graduates
will be devoting themselves to international-
ly oriented tasks, either in Sweden or out-
side. But it will become even more common

13
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for ordinary tasks in Sweden to incorporate
an ever wider, highly diversified spectrum
ranging from the ability to read professional
literature in foreign languages to participa-
tion in joint international projects. it WI-
l..ras that the labor market motive contains
a general as well as more specific substance.
it is the general substance which must be
given greatest weight, while specialized in-
ternational studies should at the same time
be offered to those students who so desire.

The tact that education must train for
certain careers must not be permitted to
tie down the subject matter to present-day
occupational patterns, to usurp education's
commitment to the total life of the mind
and spirit, or to let short-term national or
regional interests hulk inordinately large in
educational planning.

Education oriented to the labor market
must provide flexibility, i.e. a readiness to
cope with tasks that change in response to
many developments, as on the international
scene.

The general internationalization mo:ive
superannuates the labor market motive
An observation which our final report
underlines more strongly than the prelimi-
nary reports is the primacy we attach to
the general internationalization motive. Ac-
cordingly, the labor market motive is to he
seen as a derivative of this general motive..
Our conception implies that the two classes
of motives arc in no way irreconcilable.

Obviously, the practical design of course
content may give rise to trade-off problems.
Generally speaking, we maintain that a
university education will often best serve,
the future career if it provides overview
and perspective, theoretical foundations and
kritical appreciation of impelling forces and
problem complexities.

3.3 Educational goats
Ildwational goals and planning

In our opinion educational planning ought
to proceed from overarching. social Jals
(level I). These ma then he used to derive
general goals for attitudes, knowledge and
skills (level 2). .1 he next step is to convert
them into goals and means for educational
programs (level 3) and after that into opera-
ti.e goals and means for courses of study
(level 41. Most of the latter work will he
done in the local educational planning.

1.1

Educational goals at levels 1 and 2 will
be discussed in this section. In section 7
we give examples of applying the goals at
levels 3 and 4.

3.3.2 The overarching goal
Internationalism lies in the very idea of
the university, which is to create and impart
new knowledge detached from prevalt.nt
notions and national and other constraints.
But in the course of university history
different special interests, based nation-
ally, locally or in groups, have inter-
posed harriers to this mission. An inter-
nationalization of liversity education must
enable the universities to realize this basic
idea in the best possible manner and to
develop it in deference to newly discovered
problems for humanity and increasing in-
ternational interdependencies.

We have formulated the overarching goal
for internationalizing university education
as follows:

An internationalization of university edu-
cation seeks to foster international coope-
ration and international solidarity, which
also falls in line with long-term national
interests. This is to be chiefly provided
for in that education will create global
openness, awareness and readiness to act
as well as understanding and respect for
other peoples and cultures, in that it will
give knowledge related to the world as
a whole and promote the ability to com-
municate internationally, and in that it
will prepare for a career with increasing
international components. Because of the
broadened and deepened perspectives
which are thereby achieved, the inter-
nationalization of education will form
an integral part of the university's ambi-
tion to inculcate in the students an all-
round, critical and value-conscious think-
ing and mode of tackling problems. It
also lies in the internationalization of edu-
cation that this should be comparable
and competitive as far as possible with
education in other countries.

3.3.3 General goals for attitudes, knowledge
and skills

Attitudes
Like every other activity, education creates
and affects attitudes. One must he aware of
which kinds of attitudes education fosters.
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We have proposed formulating the atti-
tude goals as follows:

open-mindedness, understanding and re-
spect for all peoples. their cultures, %attics
and life patterns;

insight into the relath ity of one's own
or national circumstances, values and life
patterns;

a positive attitude to international coope-
ration and international solidarity, as well
as readiness and resolve to work for
these.

There is a strong connection between the
attitude and knowledge goals. Hence a car-
dinal task for the university will be to in-
crease knowledge of relationships and inter-
dependencies in order to further a more
sophisticated approach and a clearer insight
into the importance of various social and
cultural factors for international problems.
University education may also shape atti-
tudes in the sense of making the students
aware that areas and problems which they
used to regard as technical or neutral actu-
ally contain or are bound up with value
judgments, on which they will have to take
stands or at least be concious of.

Considered from the aspect of devel-
oping attitudes, the content and methods
of university instruction stand out as ex-
tremely important means. Obviously, this
must not be a matter of letting teacher-led
instruction or group work aim at any kind
of monolithic conformism. The real crux
is to give the students an all-round, critical,
and value-conscious instruction designed
to get them sufficiently involved and to
impart the full-bodied information base
that will enable them to make up their
own minds. As we see it, to hold an attitude
means more than just forming an opinion
and being ready to act on a particular
matter. It also presupposes the ability to
distinguish and recognize the problem's
crucial qualities in a complex situation. to
grasp relationships and to analyze causes
and consequences in view of the governing
circumstances, and to reason cogently in
defense of the position taken.

(;enera/
:Ve have proposed formulating the knowl-
edge goals as follows:

knowledge of conditions in other coun-
triesmainly through awareness of diffe-
rent political, social, cultural, religious
and economic structures and their inter-
relationshipand of the different types
of relations between countries and peo-
ples.

It will be up to the schools at primary and
secondary level to build the best possible
corpus of knowledge about other countries
and about international problems. But such
knowledge can also be imparted by many
subjects at university level, albeit in vary-
ing degree. It wilt provide points of com-
parison and reference for information
about one's own national conditions. Even
if this has to be done at some expense of
other subject matter, especially descriptive
material in earlier curricula, education as
a whole would probably gain from the re-
sulting expansion of the students' frame of
reference and their increasing insight into
dependencies on surrounding social and cul-
tural structures.

General skills
We have expressed the skill goals in these
words:

ability to communicate, including skill
in foreign language and the ability to
establish rapport in foreign milieus;

skill in retrieving information about other
countries and international conditions;

ability to make comparative analyses.

In our survey work and in the comments
on our preliminary reports the one question
that kept cropping up with repeated in-
sistence was the importance of skills in
foreign languages. The universities, we were
told, must not restrict themselves to train-
ing prospective language teachers and other
linguistic specialists. They must improve
und develop skills in foreign languages
among all categories of students.

The following goals should be formulated
for the universities and professional schools
in respect of languages:

university education shall aid all cate-
gories of students to attain a level of
competence so that they can read and
understand speech without difficulty and
passably write and speak at least one
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foreign language, normally English, in
their professional field;

those students who have taken French
or German as a second or third foreign
language in secondary school shall, by
means of %.irious concrete measures, be
encouraged and enabled to maintain or
improve their skills in this language and
to deepen them within their professional
field;

university students and university staff
shall be afforded the utmost opportunity
to take specialized Jar guage courses a-
dapted to their needs; such training shall
be offered in several different languages
and concenteate on different skills and
levels; language courses should also be
adapted to the needs of the gainfully
employed.

These goals can be met in two ways: first,
by language training within the ambit ol
a subject major; and second, by special
language courses addressed to the needs
of iirerent student categories.

Specific vocational knowledge and skills
We have set up the following goals under
this head:

specific vocational knowledge and skills
for internationally oriented employment;

knowledge of the policies and terms of
employment governing one's own occupa-
tion in other countries and within inter-
national organizations.

Whereas the earlier goals held in principle
for all students, most of the goals here dis-
cussed refer mainly to one segment of the
student population, consisting of those who
elect study variants with a special interna-
tional focus.

3.3.4 International comparability and
competitiveness
We set out two main reasons why university
education in Sweden should aspire to inter-
national comparability and competitiveness.
The one is the desirability of international
mobility on the labor market. The other
is the need to facilitate transfers between
Swedish and foreign educational systems.
The aim should not he to standardize edu-
cational content but rather to achieve struc-
tural similarity in respect of level and gen-
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eral direction, especially in relation to those
countries with which Sweden has the strong-
est ties.

Even though wc have not submitted pro-
posals which exclusively aim at international
comparability and competitiveness, their
nature is such as to serve this purpose es
well. Moreover, satisfaction of the goals
we have set up will improve the employment
prospects of graduates abroad.

It is important to know more about the
design of foreign university education. The
Swedish reform work should accommodate
comparisons with foreign education to a
greater extent than has been the practice
up to now.

3.3.5 Goal conflicts
We distinguish between external and inter-
nal goal conflicts. External goal conflicts
arise when the internationalization goal is
at variance with other goals for higher
education. Internal goal conflicts are those
between various sub-goals of international-
ized education.

External goal conflicts
Education often seems to have been designed
without any prior analysis of overarching
social goals. As a result such goals have
not always guided the priorities deliberately
assigned to studies in terms of their con-
tent. It is all too easy to imagine at any
one point in time that the content of edu-
cational programs and study courses is so
well balanced and so compressed that noth-
ing can be removed in order to add some-
thing else. But the content of studies has
always been changed down through the
years in that existing material has disap-
peared and new material been put in its
place. Such changes have responded not on-
ly to the march of science or to the obsoles-
cence of older subject matter and disciplines.
They have also responded to changing va-
lues about what is regarded as dispensable
and indispensable.

Whenever a trade-off has to be struck
between different educational goals, the
internationalization goals do not deserve
lower priority merely because they are new,
while other goals rate higher priority just
because they already exist. It is what the
future needs that must be determining.

There lurks a danger that education's
labor market focus will be determined by
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earlier or current conditions rather than
create the abilit to deal with tomorrow's
job problems. There is also a risk of con-
tinued rigid adherence to earlier patterns in
regard to the "quality of education".

Naturally, no single concept of quality
can he made to cover education. The quali-
ties are several. and they come in different
kinds. Owing to various inertias, it lies ready
to hand to build up education to match
the quality-criterion profile of a vanished
era for at hest a contemporary profile) and
to ignore what the future wants. Considering
how fast the world is now moving towards
greater global dependence. to mention just
one factor, the generations who are going
to work around 2000 A.D. w:11 need ability
to cope successfully with the changes dic-
tated by increased internationalization. That
is one of the foremost quality criteria which
education must satisfy.

In a future perspective and that is the
perspective in which education has to oper-
atethere is no risk that the international-
ization goals will be assigned too high a
priority over other, apparently--4npre im-
mediate and obtrusi.e goals.

Since certain stipulated periods of normal
study are in force for different kinds of
education. the time dimension could cause
problems of competition between interna-
tionally oriented and other learning if inter-
nationalization were primarily seen as a
question of adding increments to descriptive
material. Even though a strong case can
he argued for substitution of material in
some cases, the internationalization of edu-
cational content boils down first and fore-
most to changing perspectives, to changing
the selection of examples. and to presenting
models, theories and solutions so as to make
clear their dependence on dissimilarities in
physical, social. economic and cultural con-
ditions.

In some ases, howoer, the limited study
period can make it difficult to international-
ize education. Moreover, it is hound to in-

crease certain costs, especially where the
international exchange of university staff
and students is concerned.

Internal goal conflicts
In our preliminary report 111 we pointed
out that the thrust of internationalization
was affected by the following: (a) that the
international responsibility was global, hence
not limited to our culture, and that it
would be necessary to liberate minds from
a monolithic Western outlook on world
problems: (11) that Sweden's external deal-
ings were highly concentrated on the other
Nordic countries (Denmark, Norway, Fin-
land and Iceland), Western Europe and
North America. We contended that both
perspectives should be given a fair go and
that balance and synthesis should be achiev-
ed.

According to some of the submissions
received on this report, we have accorded
inordinate weight to the needs of the busi-
ness community and Sweden's present rela-
tions with the Western world. Other sub-
mission bodies argued quite the reverse:
we have concentrated far too much on the
problems of developing countries.

Since such comments were usually ac-
companied by discourses about the trade-
off that should he struck between the West-
ern and developing world for purposes of
internationalizing education, we feel there
is cause to point up the significance of
Fasten' Europe in the global whole. We
further underline the importance of an all-
rounded and holistic view. In other words,
internationalized education should not be
seen as a "smorgasbord" of learning to he
portioned out in servings calculated to please
every ideological and/or geographic palate.
Far from it: such education should serve a
total global perspective, call dissensions of
ideology and power politics by their right
names, and make it feasiole to take per-
sonal stands based on critical analysis.
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4 Preprimary, primary and secondary education

The formal reason why we have also taken
up schooling (here understood to mean all
levels of education below the tertiary) is
that it makes the basic building block for
internationalizing university education. But
first and foremost, of course, international-
izing school education is a goal unto itself.
Inasmuch as our terms of reference en-
visioned the problems of higher education,
we shall deal with pre-university education
in outline only.

4.1 The preschool
Many of the fundamental attitudes are
molded during the first years of life. The
preschool should therefore devote greater
attention to instilling open and positive in-
ternational attitudes. We submit that the
preschool should be given a strategic role
in the efforts to create international solidar-
ity and a sense of world citizenship.

Naturally, not much instruction about
international affairs can be given at this
stage. It is in respect of the affective goals
that the preschool can perform its big mis-
sion. The chief targets here are certain
fundamental attitudes which have no specif-
ic international mooring but nevertheless
bear crucially upon the ability to under-
stand what goes on in the world outside: a
feeling of tolerance, learning how to work
together with others, a sense of individual
and collective responsibility, etc. Further,
children should be introduced to interna-
tional subject matter in games, songs, stories,
hooks, pictures and films. Portrayals of
children and families from other countries
should stress the elements shared in com-
mon and not the disparities. The trumpet
should not be blown for the homeland in
terms that tend to belittle other peoples and
cultures.

I 8

4.2 The primary and secondary schools

Internationalizing instruction is defined as
an important goal in the general guidelines
laid down for the Swedish schools. The
only trouble is that these statements of
public policy have not been satisfactorily
realized in the classroom.

Given the pace at which the world is
now changing. the !ices and futures of the
human race will depend on global events
in a way that lacks all counterpart in earlier
history. The fact that more and more pro-
blems will have to be solved by international
cooperation does not concern politicians and
experts alone. If such solutions are to he
feasible at all it will be necessary for 4veh
and every citizen to grasp the nature and
inescapability of global dependence, to com-
prehend that national isolation is impossible
and to feel international solidarity.

This development confronts the school
with a radically new situation. It follows
that there can be no question of making
only minor changes in or additions to the
school's education. What is needed is a
profound reorientation, a new approach to
the role of education for international col-
laboration. Whatever the measures taken
within the bounds of the possible, education
in the primary and secondary schools will
still, for the foreseeable future, lag behind
the necessary adjustment to a new global
situation.

We submit that it is not enough to spell
out guiding principles for internationalizing
education in the public directives governing
instruction at the primary and secondary
levels. Such directives are readily perceived
to be remote and abstract, as being more
honorific than co .ere.. r.4 solid. It will
therefore be necessary to revise the sylla-
buses and directives for instruction in the
particular subjects so as to give concrete
and pragmatic expression to the interim-
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tionalitation goals. We call upon the Na-
tional Swedish Board of Education to imple-
ment such a rev ision of syllabuses and
kfircetiv es on a subject-by-subject basis.

The assimilation of knowledge is meant
to instill awareness of different cultures,
religions, social systems and economic sys-
tems. as well as sympathetic appreciation
of values other than those which arc com-
mon in the homeland. It is. meant to convey
insights into the global dependencies. In
tht way the assimilation of knowledge will
make fertile soil for the formation of atti-
tudes.

In order to make a thoroughgoing job
of internationalizing education, we propose
special in-service training towards that end
for all schoolteachers (see section 5).

Textbooks and other aids to learning will
have to he adapted to an increased inter-
nationalization of schooling. To simplify
that task we recommend that the National
Board of Education enable representatives
of the producers of educational material to
take part in the in -serb ice training for teach-
ers on internationalizing education. Further.
the Board should consider appropriate ar-
rangements for relaying information to text-
book writers and producers, as well as the
control arrangements to ensure that text-
books are congruent with internationaliza-
tion goals in the syllabuses.

4.3 Language training in the school
Beginning with the third grade in primary
school. all the pupils take English, which
means that this language is now studied for
at least seven years. As from the seventh
grade the pupils may elect to study a
second language, French or German, this
for three years. About two-thirds of the
pupils do so, but in the following years
some pupils drop the second language while
other pupils pass over to French or German
from another electi%e. The language curric-
ulum in upper secondary school exhibits a
complicated picture, with varying emphasis
from one line or major to another. Here
we shall solely dwell on the main features
of the three-year theoretical lines. To begin
with. English is mandatory for all pupils
throughout. They also study a second and
third foreign language. These are usually
French and German, but Finnish, Russian,
Spanish, Portuguese and Italian are also on

offer; the language program at one secon-
dary school includes Chinese.

Whatever the sequence, every pupil must
have studied at least a second and third
foreign language at one time or another.
However, only about one-fifth of the pupils
follow through on a second foreign Inn-
guage to the senior year of secondary, and
the same holds true of those who study a
third foreign language.

It should also he mentioned that the
voluntary adult education associations oper-
ate extensive language training programs.
In many cases, too, similar opportunities
are offered to the employees of large manu-
facturing firms.

A widely held consensus among universi-
ties, employers and educational authorities
is that the schools must do a more efficient
job of teaching languages. The universities
complain about students who try to avoid
course literature in English because they
find it too hard to read; as for course liter-
ature in trench and German, it is scarcely
considered, let alone read. The employers
insist on better knowledge of languages.
Moreover, investigations of earlier pupils
made several years after school-leaving age
show that what they wanted most of all
from their formal education was better in-
struction in foreign languages.

The deficiencies in language training seem
to be due to problems bound up with teach-
ing methods and the actual structuring of
studies, i.e. the fragmented language prog-
ram and the optima whereby pupils can
drop foreign languages at their discretion.

Many people feel that one reason for the
deficiencies in language studies is that the
so-culled unilingual method has enjoyed
official sanction over a period of years.
Today, however, it seems to be agreed that
the contrastive method will have to play
a decisive role beginning with the lower
level of secondary school (grades 7-9). This
means that mastery of mother-tongue struc-
tures is made to underpin the training in
foreign languages and that points of gram-
mar can be explained in the course of
comparisons with the mother tongue.

One difficulty is posed by the varying
skill levels of the pupils. Preliminary reports
from ongoing experiments with assignment
of pupils to instruction groups by skill
level suggest that this can lead to efficiency
gains. Not least important, the less skilled
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pupils can make better progress and become
more highly motivated to study languages
if they are taught in a more homogeneous
group. We submit that the experiments with
ability grouping in language instruction be
enlarged to furnish evidence that might
support the enactment of a general reform.

We emphasize that language training
must be geared to the practical ability to
communicate in general everyday situations
and in the world of work. It follows that
there should be no preoccupation with
belles lettres. Skill in reading nonfiction
must be given higher priority than in the
past.

In respect of secondary schools the Na-
tional Hoard of Education has drafted a
reform proposal whereby study of one for-
eign language in addition to English will
be made compulsory in all grades. Further,
a third foreign language will be made com-
pulsory for a couple of secondary lines,
with proNkion to include such a language
as an elective in most of the other lines.

The proposal is meant to eliminate the
fragmenty betweln two foreign languages
(excluding English) in favor of unalloyed
commitment to a mandatory second foreign
language. Pupils are to be equipped with
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decent skills in at least one foreign lan-
guage other than English; this intention is
thwarted by the exercise of options to drop
the second and third foreign language under
the present system (see above, p. 19). We
endorse the guiding principles of this reform
proposal.

Taking a longer view, we think efforts
should be made to assign more classroom
hours to language instruction, especially in
the upper secondary natural-science and
technology lines. At present these lines de-
vote much fewer hours to foreign languages
than the liberal arts line; this is an anomaly
considering that the ability to communicate
well in a non-native tongue is no less a sine
qua non for a scientist or engineer.

4.4 The task ahead
The internationalization of schooling is a
task that must be pursued with sustained
vigor. We therefore call upon the National
Board of Education to plan a concerted
action program for increased internationali-
zation of primary and secondary education
and to appoint a reference group to follow
up and develop this action program.
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In-:.ervice training of schoolteachers

5.1 The need for in-service training
The basic education acquired by our school-
teachers has been much too ethnocentric.
In Sweden, moreco.er, the annual increments
of newly certified teachers are going to be
very limited for a long time to come. To
take an c,:imple. nearly SO percent of the
subject teachers in lower secondary (grades
7-9) are under 40 years of age and 40
percent are under 30. Hence a very large
number of tomorrows's teachers is already
educated.

It follow% that any internationalization of
schooling will above all require investments
in the in-service training of teachers.

To all intents and purposes, the resources
put at the dispo3al of such training amount
to the following. Of the time that teachers
put in on ofti:1..' duite. five uays a year,
known as 'st,1,1y days", arc set aside for
in-service training. Sow d the conference
hours that enter into teaching duties can
he tapped for in- service training. Members
of school management las personified by
principals and senior masters) should also
be counted with the in-service training re-
sources. Further, it is assumed that the
teachers take such training on their own
by reading different kinds of literature to
keep abreast of developments. The teachers
may also opt to attend centrally mounted
ti.e. state-sponsored) courses while on vaca-
tion. A great many more teachers want to
take these summertime courses than can he
accommodated.

Every year several vacation courses are
,specifically mounted to further the cause
of internationalized education. On top of
that the National Board of Education and
the Swedish International Development
Authority have jointly sponsored seminars
in developing countries. These have been
scheduled on vacation time, and the teach-

ers themselves have had to pay part of the
expense. The same holds for organized
study tours inside Europe.

In our opinion substantially greater time
resources should he made available to in-
service training, for the most part during
working hours. We think such training is
particularly needed to promote internation-
alized education. Our proposals under this
head nevertheless proceed from the present
system of in-service training.

We recommend implementing a program
on behalf of in-service training over the
next few years dedicated to international-
ized education, a program that will extend
to every schoolteacher. Failing this, all the
talk about internationalizing the school will
be mostly empty words.

In-service training that is harnessed to
internationalizing education will also satisfy
other educational goals: the attitudes to
other groups, a problem-oriented and in-
quiring frame of mind, the ability to critic-
ize, empathy, etc.

5.2 The general design of in-service
training
Since in-service training must he rooted in
the wishes of those directly concerned, pri-
ority should he given to the small unit. i.e.
to training within each and every school
and municipality. To argue the case for
this approach even more strongly, in-service
training will presuppose discussions and
studies plus joint planning both of instruc-
tion and other activities in the individual
school. In-service training at the local level
is also necessary if the present training
system is going to reach out to all teachers.

The target group for in-service training
consists of all teachers ranging from the
preschool to secondary school. all school



managers and all teacher trainers. That
comes to a total of about 100.000 persons.
fo be able to reach all these people and
aehiew masimum impact. primary resort
must be made to training selected key
growls in their potential capacity of innosa-
lion diftusers. These groups will then act
as the %chicks of regional and local dif-
tusion.

It is for these reasons that we propose in-
ser% i;:e training in line with a three-step
model.

In the first step. teams for regional in-
ser% ice training would he formed upon
completion of courses centrally mounted by
the National Board of Education. We pro-
pose to spread this central training over
three years. with voluntary. one-week vaca-
tion coumes for about 500 persons.

1 hese persons are to be picked out from
certain ke: groups consisting of faculty
members at teachers colleges. in-service
training consultants from the regional coun-
ty school hoards, principals and directors of
studies. etc. During those three years 12

one-eek courses would he mounted with
au participants in each. In that way two of
the sit in- service training regions into which
Sweden is divided, plus one-third of the
teachers colleges. would each year be equip-
ped with teams to care ! out the in-service
training in :tep 2.

The courses in step I may be laid out
after the following model:

a) Common seminar part
Ihe global adjustment problem (population,
economics, resources, ensironment).

Ethnocentrism. Sociopsychological and so-
cioanthropological aspects. Normative
methods for internationalized teaching.

Is) Group work part. divided into levels
and subject clusters

Discussion of concrete models for each
subject and tool.

ca Concluding plenary part
The groups report on their main findings.
Joint discussion. Decisions on measures.
follow-up and further needs for in-service
training.

In the scund step the working teams that
were trained in step I would carry out
regional training under NI3E auspices, part-
ly of alt faculty members at teachers col-
leges. partly of teams for local in-service

training at primary and secondary schools:
the latter group is proposed to consist of
a hit inure than 3,000 persons. The training
to he given at teachers colleges would ab-
sorb three of the five "study days" earmark-
ed for one year. The teams for local in-
service training would qualify by complet-
ing voluntary one-week courses while on
vacation. The number of such regional
courses. each with 40 participants. works
out at 80; we suggest they be carried out
over a three-year period.

The teams for local in-service training
who go through step 2 would consist of
four persons from the compreheasive
in each municipality (hut more team; from
the larger municipalities) plus four pen,ons
from' every upper secondary school. Diffe-
rent school levels and subjects would have
to he represented on each team. In this way
every local educational unit will get several
leaders of local in-service training who can
help to hack up one another.

In the third step. in- service training would
be diffused locally to all teachers; attempts
should also be made to reach other school
personnel. Wt.! suggest two ways of imple-
menting in- service training in the third step:
first, it should take at least three of the
year's five study days; second, the regular
school management should he engaged.

It is impossible to specify when training
in the third step will be finally consummat-
ed. That is because it is up to the local
authorities to decide how the study days
are going to be spent. Besides, it is almost
futile to push through in-service training on
a big scale unless it is anchored in the wishes
of teachers. However, the training of teams
in steps t and 2 should act as a catalyst
spurring teacher interest in in-service train-
ing of the kind which seeks to international-
ize schooling.

The costs of the proposed in-service train-
ing will he modest. In respect of steps
and 2 the costs are estimated at approxi-
mately Skr 4 million. As for step 3, no :xtra
costs will arise over and above those al-
ready incurred in connection with the study
days.

5.3 Supplementary in-service training
The general program of in-service training
Lis:scribed above needs to be amplified with
other forms of such training.
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Attached to the teachers colleges are so-
called pilot and demonstration schools
which serve two purposes: as places where
prospective teachers practice and where
pedagogical experiments take place. We pro-
pose providing teachers at these schools
with special in-service training in line with
a trial-and-error model. It should start off
with a symposium of 3-4 days. where the
teachers can brainstorm their way towards
methods for radically internationalizing the
instruction given in various subjects. These
methods would then be tried out in the
classroom for one year. After that the
participants would meet anew to summarize
their experiences and discuss necessary
changes. The results deemed worthy of
passing on might he presented in the form
of a simple methodological guide distributed
to the teachers.

Mention should also he made of special
courses devised for various purposes. Ex-
amples: an introduction to social anthro-
pology with emphasis on problems of ethno-

centrism; a course on economic internation-
alization and multinational companies; a
course on the global problems of coordina-
tion and allocation; a course on non-western
history and non-western cultures viewed
from the endogenous aspects. We also pro-
pose intensified cooperation with the univer-
sities so that teachers are given good oppor-
tunities to pass through internationally ori-
ented university courses.

We assume that the foreign seminars will
not only stay in being but also expand.
Further, we propose a stepped-up program
of international contacts initiated by the
schools, e.g. in the form of studies taken
at different UN agencies, greater use of
visiting lecturers from abroad and wider
dissemination of international pedagogical
literature. We also recommend giving the
teachers greater support in their own sus-
tained in-service training, for instance by
providing them with educational materials
for this purpose.
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6 General problems of internationalizing university education

6.1 Introduction
An internationalization of university educa-
tion cannot be ordered into being from the
top. even though central decisions and cen-
tral support will be necessary. It will have
to be pushed ahead by the universities them-
selves. The most effective controlling and
stimulating instrument to help them do so
lies in the allocation of resources. If it is

felt that internationalizationand other
overarching social goals--should determine
what the universities do. the inevitable result
will be for the community at large to allocate
its resources to the university in a direction
that will achieve these goals. Public standards
and performance auditing are other major
controlling instruments. Central measures
must be designed NO as to promote innova-
tions and activity out in the field. They
should cuter to the overarching social goals
for universities but counteract the inertia,
rigidity and the regulation of details which
often characterize educational systems.

It has been said that if any more radical
educational innovation is contemplated, the
attitudes of teachers will have to he changed
first; the practical realization of educational
change itself then becomes a second step.

hat statement probably holds with great
force for any kind of renewal with an inter-
nationalizing thrust. In other words, it will
not be enough to change syllabuses, curric-
ula and the like, since such reforms readily
tend to stay on paper.

There is a connection between university
policy in general and efforts to internation-
alize education. Internationalization is one
example of an area where general measures
must he taken to permit the universities to
develop and renew themselves more vigor-
ously.

It follows that we could not ignore issues
relating to the aims of research and the
training of researchers, nor to the innovative
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ability of universities and its related prob-
lems of organization, resources, management
and leadership. Since these issues must also
be judged from other aspects, we have been
unable to put forward finalized proposals.
None the less, we wanted to identify mea-
sures that must be taken and problems that
must he investigated in regard to university
potentials for renewal and change.

6.2 Research
One of the most powerful factors affecting
the affairs of universities is the research
that goes on inside their walls. An inter-
nationalization of research is presumably
one of the most efficient instruments that
can internationalize education more perva-
sively in the long run.

The term, "internationalized research". has
several different meanings. For instance, it
may pertain to research methodology, which
may be universally applicable or more na-
tionally limited. Or it may pertain to the
content of research, according to whether
it is concerned with general problems. biter-
national problems, problems in other coun-
tries or national problems. It may also per-
tain to the organization of research! a pro-
ject can be undertaken within the frame-
work of international research planning and
under different forms of international col-
laboration. Further, provision must be made
to publish research findings so as to make
them internationally accessible.

Since research bears so crucially upon the
renewal of education, the research volume
must be substantial as a ratio of the educa-
tional volume and the connection between
research and education must be guaranteed.

However, this is also a question of the
thrust to be imparted to research. Two
other government-appointed committees of
inquiry recently put forward proposals
which aim at giving research a greater inter-
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n,inonal thrust. "I he one 4.:Ontnnnee, con-
cerned vv ith development research, wants
S fi of the total Swedish foreign-aid ap-
propriation earmarked to support research
in developing countries, t.ainin!,.! of re-
searchers in such countries. development
research in Sweden and participation in
internationally sponsored development re
search.

In our opinion, research into the prob-
lems of developing countries has importance
beyond the actual research objects and the
direct findings. That is because such re-
search will broaden the perspectives of
scientific inquiry and bring about a gen-
eral change in attitudes.

The other governmental committee. con-
cerned with studies of the future, stressed
international dependence as an important
aspect. This committee has accorded prior-
ity to. among other things, global resources.
ecology and specific international problems.
Among the examples mentioned are clima-
tology, utilization of outer space. utilization
of the seas, the production and spread of
toxic substances, global population dynam-
ics, intergovernmental organizations and
international law, peace and conflict re-
search. international production and world
trade, env:ronmental protection and devel-
opment. and cultural communication.

As we see it the national research coun-
cils, whenever more than purely basic re-
search is involved, should regard the na-
tional and international relevance of re-
search projects as a major factor for order-
ing priorities in budgetary policy. The fu-
ture orlanization of the national research
councils, a matter now being investigated.
should he shaped to make it easier to sup-
port multidisciplinary projects with an in-
ternational thrust.

Some of our proposals, such as those
calling for the exchange of students and
university staff across frontiers, could well
he harnessed to promote internationalized
research.

The connection between research and edu-
cation is reciprocal. Thus education that is
internationalized can he turned into a deter-
minant of research. To mention a trivial
example, there is the educational program
we propose which combines business admi-
nistration and economics with language
studies (see p. 39). We should like this prog-
ram to be largely based on German and

French literature. As a result not only in-
struction but also research may be expected
to become more influenced by developments
in the French- and German-speaking states
than they are at present.

6.3 Postgrudute studies
The training of researchers is one of the
factors that will affect the specialization
and attitudes of tomorrow's faculty mem-
bers and other academie staff. A global
perspective should he pointed up in the
curricula devised for such training and in
their practical application. Further, greater
provision should be made to let researcher
training benefit from internationally orient-
ed. multidisciplinary courses. Our proposals
on international student exchange and on
professional and scientific language training
aim not least at the postgraduate level. We
also recommend increased international co-
operation in this area, e.g. by means of
field trips, international symposia, engaging
the services of foreign university teachers to
tutor or give practical guidance, group-by-
group study of courses at foreign universi-
ties, and researcher training courses attend-
ed both by Swedish and foreign under-
graduates, planned if possible so as to take
advantage of the national backgrounds of
the various learner categories.

6.4 Obstacles and stimuli to innovation
6.4.1 The need for renewal
An oft-made contention in the international
debate on higher education is that the uni-
versities find it much too hard to imple-
ment profound innovations. The controlling
mechanisms and the institutional structures
obstruct renewal and change of the kind
that dips below the surface; on the whole.
they seem to he overly geared to preserving
the status quo.

Our task has been to see the need for
renewal only in terms of internationalizing
education. But even seen generally, the uni-
versities are now probably under greater
pressures than ever to effect internal change.
The world of bygone days in which the uni-
versities worked changed with near-imper-
ceptible slowness. Now that changes in the
human condition are moving so much
faster, university-level education and re-
search are being similarly pressured to
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renew themselves. This will matter crucially
for the ability of the human race to cope
with developments.

6.4..1 Obstacle's to innovations
The need for renewal to satisfy the inter-
nationalization criterion is intimately bound
up with other desirable innovative thrusts:
problem orientation and interdisciplinarity,
consciousness of values and future direc-
tions.

Naturally. our discussion of obstacles to
innovation and the prospects for removing
them is tic:, to the special rules and regula-
tions under which the Swedish university
system is administered. In the present sum-
mary, therefore. our discussion will he con-
fined to a general plane.

It educational changes are to he accom-
plishable by local initiatives, then centrally
promulgated regulations must not interfere
unnecessarily. Such regulations have to be
laid down as a matter of public policy, but
they should be amenable to the speediest
and simplest amendment possible.

Much of our higher education is centrally
controlled on the strength of decisions about
basic institutional structures taken by the
legislative and executive branches (for
Sweden read Parliament and Cabinet, the
latter usually spoken of as the Government
with a big "G"). The fabric of this system,
made up of faculties, subject departments
and government-prescribed subject fields,
may be likened to a building edifice: once
in place, the necessary changes tend to be
"cosmetic ", while altering the structure it-
self verges on the impossible. As such. the
system may raise obstacles to reorientation
to new problem areas and multidisciplinary
methods of approach.

In practice, goveriiwent decisions to set
up tenured posts for teachers and research-
ers within carefully specified disciplines
decisions which in Sweden are largely taken
by Parliamentwill have binding force for
a very long time. But the needs keep chang-
ing. The inception of a new university chair
may look innovating for the moment. Hitt
in another fifty years the same chair will
probably still exist, even though the needs
will he quite different by then.

The Swedish system of allotting economic
resources to the universities, especially to
the liberal arts faculties with their unlimited
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enrolments, partly works out in practice to
impede the adoption of new types of educa-
tion.

Those central funds .vhich are variable
and which can be used to foster innovation
consist for the most I.T.t of grants made
by the national research councils. But it
seems likely that the grant-awarding policy
of these bodies is determined both by ruling
research traditions and their own traditions.
The most important variable grant on the
university education side is one of SKr 10
million to pay for educational development
work (the total costs of higher educa-
tion and research amount to about SKr
1,800 million). Most of the grant is shared
out by means of decisions taken locally;
more of the monies seem to be spent on
face-lifting the teaching arts than on deeper-
going, organic innovations.

Even if the central controlling mecha-
nisms can act to obstruct innovation, it does
not necessarily follow that decentralization
of decision power will automatically accel-
erate the rate of innovation. The local con-
trolling mechanisms can also act in the
direction of preserving status quo.

A characteristic feature of the Swedish
university system seems to be the lack of
goal-defined controlling mechanisms such
as line management and incentives. Where
educational activity is concerned. innova-
tion-fostering incentives are almost entirely
absent.

Within each faculty the responsibility for
educational planning is vested in a joint
faculty-student council. The original inten-
tion was to have the council evolve into
an engine of change and renewal, but the
facts have denied the promise. The joint
faculty-student councils deal to a large ex-
tent with formalities. Their status vis-a-vis
the university departments seems to be
weak.

The most powerful controlling factor are
the departments. A primary attitude on their
part is to defend the private preserve. e.g.
as regards the distribution of resources. So
a collective defence mechanism takes hold
among the joint faculty-student councils and
the faculties as the various department
heads assiduously back up one another.
This tends to lead to defending status quo
right across the hoard.

In an institutional structure that is char-
acterized by the lack of clearly defined
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goals, a lack of line management and incen-
ties and no clearly spelled-out system for
decision-making, the field is left by default
to tradition, the more so since it is not
balanced and countervailed by other, effec-
tive and goal-defined controlling instruments
(or, as the business community would put
it, "management by objectives ").

6.4.3 Stimulating innovation
A renewal method sometimes used is to
create a new and independent initiating
mechanism in the form of new, earmarked
government appropriations. Considered as a
general and permanent model, however,
this method is marred by two flaws. First,
it leads to constantly growing resource
frames ("budget-busting") instead of com-
pelling reordered priorities within existing
frames. Second, the innovation effect is
short-lived.

Since by far the greater part of grants to
the universities is tied down for the relative-
ly long run, it will be necessary to create
a variable economic resource which can he
used to stimulate innovations in the educa-
tional sphere. In our opinion a "free kitty"
of this kind ought to he put at the disposal
of the Office of the Chancellor, a pool that
would not be permanently tied down to
specific uses. Following a specified initial
phase, a successful innovation could he
financed out of the regular appropriations,
with priorities to be reordered within these.

rdea..ed monies could then be invested
in a new sector. An appropriation of the
tyr here discussed must not be too small',
it should presumably come at the very
least to between one and two percent of
the total expenditures on higher education
and research.

The system of allocating resources for
teaching must he designed to eliminate anti-
innovative elements. We propose various
changes in the special Swedish system.

When new university units have been set
up in Sweden they have been made into
miniature replicas of the older universities.
Other countries have often launched experi-
ments with new typ.::; of university structure

and learning. -I his permits more radical
innovations which can then be used where
appropriate by the older universities. What
about our fairly new branch campus in
Linkoping: could it not he developed into
a Swedish experimental university? We think
it's worth a try.

One way to reduce the drawbacks attach-
ing to single-subject focus and hawk-eyed
preoccupation with resources on the part
of university departments would be to
merge a number of allied departments into
larger units. Another way is to form project
groups which work together across depart-
mental boundary lines. A third way is to
augment the subject departments with multi-
disciplinary centers.

The local administrative system will have
to be developed into an innovative factor
instead of acting as a conserving super-
structure for defending the resources of
subject departments.

Indeed, every effort should be made to
build pro-innovative stimuli into the uni-
versity system. Among other things, dem-
onstrated ability to innovate in education
should count towards career advancement.
It should be feasible to organize the in-
service training of university teaching staffs
so as to intermesh it with the quest for
educational change and renewal.

The teachers are not the only ones who
need to be innovation-motivated. Members
of the student body should also be allowed
to take an active part in the innovation
processes, with a view to giving them in-
fluence over and a sense of responsibility
for educational renewal.

Systematic evaluation and performance
auditing, in both cases devised to accord
due credit to the qualitative and innovative
aspects, are needed to provide inputs to a
sustained renewal of education for its thrust
and content.

We propose that the Office of the Chan-
cellor prepare a plan for undertaking in-
vestigations and recommending measures
which seek to increase the universities' pro-
pensity and ability to innovate.
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7 Internationalizing the content of university education

7.1 General questions
We attach the highest priority to a general

_internaiionalization of all university educa-
tion. Specialized international studies are
also needed, not only to meet the demands
of the job world but also because of their
potential effects on research, researcher
training and university education otherwise.
In earlier reports we submitted proposals
for internationally oriented special courses;
these are set out in section 7.7.5-7.7.9.
They serve an important purpose, as in
recurrent or continuing education. However,
courses of this kind must not excuse us
from tackling the much harder but also
more important task of internationalizing
all university studies.

Generally speaking, educational programs
should not be established which focus on
international service only. None the less,
we have proposed an educational program
in international business administration and
economics; see section 7.7.9. As a general
rule, however, education which is adapted
to internationally oriented labor market
needs should enable the undergraduates to
choose between imparting a more distinctive
international profile to a program (through
alternative courses of study and components
of internationally oriented special courses)
or building upon a degree with specialized
international studies.

When it comes to the general interna-
tionalization of the normal university
courses, we present models and typical
examples hereon. In the selection of typical
examples we have emphasized those subjects
which correspond to the academic subjects
taught in secondary schools and thus form
part of the teacher training.

internationally oriented theme courses
One method of generally internationalizing
all educational programs is to introduce, as
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an adjunct to the subject studies, what we
describe as internationally oriented theme
courses. We put forward proposals for two
types of such courses.

The one is a brief, introductory survey
or orientational course providing for three
points of academic credit (equal to three
weeks of study), which we call "Interdisci-
plinary University Orientation". Our longer-
run aim is to make this course a mandatory
introduction to all university studies. To
begin with it should be offered voluntarily
in the guise of an experiment.

The course is mean! to give an interdisci-
plinary orientation to the function of uni-
versities in different societies, to describe
in outline the relations between people and
groups of people in the international society,
to instill awareness of and impart some in-
sight into the global problems and to bring
out the significance of the specialized sci-
ences in efforts to solve global problems.

One reason for casting the course in this
mold stems from the fact that among stu-
dents one may run across ignorance and
misconceptions about the universities' func-
tion in society, about the work going on
elsewhere within their university and about
how their own subject studies can con-
ceivably relate to something that is called
research. Seldom do undergraduates feel
that they pursue their studies inside an
environment where the most cardinal of all
questions is, "How does one create new
knowledge?" Even less do they get to feel,
right from the beginning, how answers to
that question are constantly forthcoming
from the many-sided teamwork of the inter-
national research community. The interna-
tional outlooks on university morphology
and functions which this course provides
should make it more natural to perceive
every kind of undergraduate education as
an integral part of the larger learning and
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research w holes. And what is probably the
most important social change of our times
is the emergence of an international society
with problems that has e to be solved in
collaboration. The undergraduates should
see their university studies against this back-
ground front the very outset.

The following four topics are proposed
to comprise the course:

I ) 1 he university: origin, organization,
function. Hereunder the foundations of
science: the search for truth, freedom
of thought, incorruptibility, experimenta-
tion, the faculty of observation, the test-
ing and viability of hypotheses. For
further discussion' the society-criticizing
function of the universities and their role
in renewing the ideas on which society
is based, as well as the risk of conserving
prevalent notions.

2) The global society. This topic is to give
a conspectus on political, economic and
religious systems. For further discussion:
(example) factors determining the origin
and development of international struc-
tures.

3) Functioning and survival problems of
the global society. This topic is to con-
sider the "global crisis" concept, with
reference made to the ecological crisis,
population problems, the resources crisis,
problems of allocation or "fair shares",
problems bound up with the arms race,
etc. Obviously, it is not possible to "treat"
(in the ordinary academic sense of this
word) the extremely intricate functioning
and survival problems of the global soci-
ety during an introductory course as
short as the one here in question. Be
that as it may, it should be feasible to
inject life into the problem areas with
fairly modest means. By pitting different
kinds of controversial perceptions against
one another, one can instill an all-round
problem awareness and open the door
onto the international perspectives.

4) The role of particular sciences in the
global society. This topic is to consider,
say. how one's own science depends on
cooperating with other sciences. Exam-
ples are to be given of research-based
contributions from discrete sciences to-
wards explaining global problems. The
topic content should be adapted to each
individualized learning approach. The

presentation should be concrete and fair-
ly simple.

We think the course should accomplish a
study-stimulating run-up to every educa-
tional program in that the studies will be
put into a larger picture right from the
start, and in that sympathetic appreciation
will be created for what science and higher
education are all about and what they really
amount to in a world whose different parts
are destined to become more and more
interdependent. The students should be
clear in their minds about how the univer-
sities form °tie part of society and of an
international scientific community.

The other type of course we propose
subsumes thematic continuation courses,
which would be scheduled at the end of
the studies. We present one example of
such a course, called "Human Ecology".
It confers 10 credit points (equal to ten
weeks of study). It is meant to hold the
human condition up to the light of inter-
disciplinary findings.

This course is proposed to consist of
three parts:

1) Limitations to human activity. This part
seeks to orient students to Man's place
in time and space. Among other things,
it deals with the factors determining the
origin and perpetuation of life, the phys-
ical and biological conditions governing
human activity, the earth's energy me-
tabolism and fundamental ecological re-
lationships.

2) Variations in human culture. This part
seeks to give some idea of the rich
variation in human culture throughout
the course of history. Various socio-
economic systems and cultures are to be
described stressing their connections with
the surrounding environment. Examples
are to be taken from cultures totally
unrelated in time and space.

3) Problems and possibilities in the present
and future. This part seeks to bring both
these time dimensions under a global
perspective. Among other things, it is to
consider the usage of material and cul-
tural resources, the inequitable distribu-
tion of economic and social welfare
within and between nations, and various
global problems. It is to conclude with
an examination of Man's possibilities of
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choosing his future and the bearing that
value judgments haw upon that choice.

Organizing studies

Internationalizing education is not the only
reason why undergraduates in different
fields of study need to be provided with
elements of subject matter which essentially
derive from outside the core subject. One
of the targets that future reforms of the
study organization should aim at is to have
irtually all educational programs contain

the equivalent of about one term to accom-
modate qudies other than those which make
up the program core. To take a few exam-
ples, studies of this kind could be problem-
oriented and multidisciplinary, give possi-
bilities for training of professional and
scientific languages, or include courses given
by other faculties and professional schools.

Some programs haw already catered to
this desideratum. In other cases the only
way to satisfy it will be to prolong study
time. Be that as it may, we submit some
proposals that are meant to realize and
expand these discussed possibilities in the
here and now.

7.2 The training of school teachers
Our exposition under this head will he con-
fined to the training given at teachers col-
leges. The subject specialization that pros-
pective secondary school teachers receive
as part of their undergraduate education
at the universities will be considered under
each discipline.

Today, the undergraduate education of
teachers does not adequately live up to the
goals that have been formulated for inter-
nationalizing education in the schools (pri-
mary and secondary). Investigations show
that the vast majority of teacher-candidates
think greater provision should be made for
international perspectives in their training
than is now the case.

The Swedish Ministry of Education and
Cultural Affairs recently appointed a com-
mitte which is called upon to draft propo-
sals for changing all kinds of teacher train-
ing. According to the terms of reference for
this committee, attention should also be
given to changes to allow for the interna-
tionalization parameter.

However, an inquiry as all-embracing as
this is going to take time. The international-
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ization of teacher training is a mission of
the utmost urgency. We therefore think it
should he feasible to phase in a series of
measures without having to await the results
of this investigation.

It follows that in-service training ought
to he arranged for the staff of teachers
colleges pursuant to our proposal in sec-
tion 5. Further, the curricula in force for
the training of prospective teachers at the
preschool and primary school should be
overhauled so as to bring them better in
line with the internationalization aspects.
The same holds for the curricula govern-
ing the didactic ("practical pedagogy ")
courses that have to be passed by prospec-
tive secondary school teachers. For that
purpose links should be forged with those
changes in the university undergraduate
programs which we discuss in the following
sections.

7.3 Religion
The program under which the theological
faculties prepare clergymen for service with
the established church and qualify students
to teach religion in the schools was recently
reformed, One effect of the reform is to
broaden the program in an international
direction. The program concludes with
thematic studies running for one term, and
during these advantage should be taken of
the opportunities to apply an international
perspective. Not only that, but the theologi-
cal faculties should also weigh the merits
of instituting special courses on non-Euro-
pean religions.

In addition, we should like to bring up
the question of letting institutions outside
the theological faculties incorporate more
elements of religious science in their prog-
rams. Awareness of shifting religious and
associated beliefs plus respect for them is
basic to international understanding and
collaboration, often also for communica-
tion on the international plane. In a country
as relatively secularized as Sweden it lies
ready to hand to belittle the importance of
religious factors and to look upon religious-
ly conditioned phenomena with an ethno-
centric lack of sympathy and respect. To
offset such an unknowing and uncompre-
hending attitude, the facts of religion need
to he illuminated in several different kinds
of university education. What we have in
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mind here are such things as training teach-
ers in subjects like history, civics and bio-
logy, as well as specialized international
studies.

7.4 Law
Since the legal systems of countries espec-
ially bear the national imprint, this fact
'no itably rubs off on the education of law
students. Nevertheless, all the persons who
are going to practice this profession, wheth-
er they serve as judges, magistrates, attor-
neys, barristers, solicitors or whatever (we
shall simply call all of them lawyers") will
hate to absorb an international perspective,
and this for two reasons.

The one reason is that tomorrow's law-
yers should learn to look critically at the
connection between the rule of law on the
one hand and, on the other hand, other
societal structures together with political,
social, cultural and religious values. The
best way to achieve this enlarged, critical
perspective is to give the undergraduates
insights into legal systems and their origins
in surrounding structures not only in West-
ern Europe but also outside.

The second reason flows from the inter-
nationalization process, which will put more
and more practicing lawyers into touch with
foreign citizens who entertain other ideas
of justice and value judgements, as well as
with foreign and international conditions
and rules of law. As a matter of course,
not all lawyers can specialize in the foreign
and international aspects of these matters.
But they ought to have enough knowledge
and insight to understand why and how
these rules and notions can deviate from
those current in Sweden; further. they
should be able to know how to go about
searching for information on foreign and
international law.

l.00king longer term, we think the educa-
tion of lawyers needs more or less drastic
revision: there should he less emphasis on
detailed knowledge of Swedish jurisprudence
and more on problem-solving which incor-
porates international aspects. In order to
spark off even now an evolution towards
this end, we put forward certain proposals.

The training of law students should start
off with an introductory course that works
in material from "Interdisciplinary Univer-
sity Orientation", the course we proposed

in section 7.1. It should contain an orient-
ing outlook on legal systems in a global
perspective and on their interplay with
other systems. Further, it should provide a
basis of facts about legal institutions in our
country and (synoptically) in other countries
and about the methods governing judicial
settlements. It should illuminate the role
of legal science in social change and its
interplay with other sciences. Among other
things, an introductory course of this kind
would enable the undergraduates to under-
stand where their studies fit into the larger
picture and thus spur their motivation from
the outset.

In addition, we propose to have the study
of component subjects adopt an interna-
tional perspective throughout, this to get
away from parochial concentration on
Swedish codes of law. In that connection
practical guidance should also be furnished
on the art of retrieving information about
foreign and international legal relationships.

Moreover, we would like to see more
academic time devoted to the study of inter-
national law.

Some law students will need to specialize
in foreign and international legal relation-
ships. This they can do in two ways: (1) by
taking electives during their undergraduate
years; and (2) by taking supplementary
courses after they graduate. By way of
exemplifying courses of this kind which
should be initiated, we can mention export
law, comparative law, international market
law, ideological and political aspects of the
civil law, alien law, war and deterrents to
war, development of the legal system, ad-
miralty law, law of the sea and space law.

7.5 Languages
Under this head we shall consider the train-
ing of prospective language teachers and
other language specialists. The training of
other student categories in the language of
specific subjects or professions will be dealt
with in section 8.

Instruction in English in primary school is
conducted by the ordinary homeroom or
class teachers, who receive no more than
shortish training for this purpose. Language
training at the secondary levels is con-
ducted by university-educated subject teach-
ers; to quality for a degree, the minimum
they must satisfy is 40 points (one year
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of studies) in each language. Every teacher
instructs in two or three languages. The
universities have let it be known that they
would like the undergraduate period pro-
longed.

Although we endorse these wishes in
principle, we think it better to await the out-
comes of ongoing experiments to render
training more effective within the present
timeable. In our opinion the most urgent
task will be to strengthen the training in
English for primary school teachers (grades
1-6). We further propose to have the
National Board of Education investigate
the merits of letting language teachers
undergo in-service training on a systematic
basis.

In principle we recommend that one seg-
ment of the training for prospective lan-
guage teachers be mandatorily located in a
country where the language is spoken. A
pilot scheme for this purpose should be put
into effect immediately.

The question of training interpreters is
now being investigated by an ad hoc com-
mittee within the Office of the Chancellor.
It would also be desirable to inquire into
the need for training translators.

7.6 Humanities
As was mentioned in section 7.1, we picked
out certain subjects to serve as models and
typical examples of how to go about inter-
nationalizing university education, since for
self-evident reasons we could not submit
proposals covering every single course of
study. Our models and examples should be
able to offer guidance to the policy that
ought to govern curriculum reform in other
disciplines as well.

7.6.1 Swedish
Primary and secondary schooling in the
subject of Swedish has two referents: pro-
ficiency in the Swedish language and know-
ledge of Swedish and foreign literature.
The prospective secondary school teachers
take Swedish as a so-called "block subject"
at the universities (to qualify for their cre-
dentials, they must amass 60 points. equiva-
lent to one-and-a-half years of study). The
respective academic departments in charge
of Nordic languages and of literature are
jointly responsible for this teacher training
in the block subject, Swedish.
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Swedish is one of the most important
subjects in the school for internationalizing
education. First, this subject holds the key
in efforts to counteract cultural ethnocen-
trism, to arouse a sympathetic response to
the values of what other civilizations have
created and to build up the sense of world
citizenship, which we see as the nucleus
of internationalized education. Second.
Swedish is the subject through which edu-
cation can be chiefly internationalized on
the basis of vocational-technical lines in the
secondary school.

The European and Western ethnocen-
trism in the universities' block subject.
Swedish, poses an obstacle to international-
izing education in the schools. Hence per-
spectives must be made to shift, and no
little at that. We propose to have this done
according to the following guidelines.

From the internationalization aspect.
Swedish instruction in the schools must
satisfy two minimum criteria:

1) It should remove the notion that the
three continents of Asia, Africa and
Latin Americawhere a majority of
the earth's population livesare big
blank spots on the literary map.

2) It should create respect and understand-
ing for literary products which emanate
from any non-Western civilization, and
seek to eliminate notions that Western
culture and literature are obviously "su-
perior" to or more "elevated" than other
cultures and literatures.

In other words, this is more a matter of
embracing a philosophy, an attitude, than
of learning fixed quanta of information.

At the very least, the followir3 conse-
quences will flow for university programs
of teacher training in Swedish:

1) Iz should mandatorily contain some
orientation to the functions and expres-
sion modes of literature in so-called
primitive cultures, to the ethnocentric
problems bound up with the subjective
experience of literature, and to the prob-
lem posed by viewing literature in a
"culture-imperialist" light.

2) It should mandatorily contain some
orientation to as well as directions on
voluntary reading of the older and newer
literary works of Asia, Africa and Latin
America.
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3) It should mandatorily and to the greatest
extent possible integrate global perspec-
tiws (ergo not only European) into all
kinds of literature teaching.

4) It should offer opportunities for optional
choice of internationally oriented courses;
however, this must not be seen as a
substitute for the mandatory topics set
Alt ahtnc.

Scope for these changes should he provided
at the partial expense of older Swedish lit-
erature. It necessary, some curtailment of
scope can also be effected for the history
of language, linguistic geography, linguistic
sociology, Danish and Norwegian.

An ad hoc committe within the Office
of the Chancellor is now working on an
oerhaul of the curricula in the block sub-
ject of Swedish taught at university level.
We submit that this committee should bear
our viewpoints in mind.

7M.2 II iNtur y

History is an important school subject from
the internationalization aspect; it can be-
come an instrument to help us get away
from one-sid...., national and Western
European perspectives.

The men and women who teach history
in the schools take it as a block subject at
the universities. It is chiefly composed of
topics taken from the subjects of history
and economic history, but it also includes
Nordic archeology, the history of science
and learning, ecclesiastical history and his-
tory of the fine arts. Schoolteaching creden-
tials for secondary school are based on
amassing 40 points (one year of study).

In the course of examining the curricula
in history we have found that increasing
their internationalization intertwines with
the problem of bringing about greater inte-
gration of those different subjects that go
into the making of history as a block sub-
ject.

Considering how history is taught in the
schools. with its piecemeal servings of epoch
by epoch, the inevitable result is a picture
that is very much Europe-centered. For
instance, knowledge of the Middle Ages,
the Renaissance and the era of absolute
monarchies is said to be indispensable. But
the concept of Middle Ages is hard to apply
to history outside Europe; as for the "Re-
naissance" and the "era of absolute mon-

urchies ", they are totally useless for that
purpose. Not until after 1945 does thc
frame take on global dimensions. But this
does injustice to other civilizations. If the
non-European cultures and peoples are
going to be studied with reference to their
own antecedents, one must be prepared to
take off from the dawn of history and not
put off entry into area studies until other
civilizations have made many indiget.ous
cultural elements difficult to recognize.
This implies an unfortunate concession to
the notion that the history of non-Euro-
pean cultures is interesting only when their
contacts with the Europeans turn brisk.

It the school's teaching of history is to
impart a global perspective to the whole
of history, it will also be necessary to
change the university training of teachers
in this subject.

Since most of the university-level in-
struction in history as a block subject is
handled by separate departments of history
and economic history, the social-history and
cultural-history aspects will be neglected.
This is particularly unfortunate from the
internationalization aspect. In the real world
there are no such things as an ordained
"politico-historic" or "economic-historic"
reality, and to disintegrate the subject will
therefore only make the task of training
the students to think analytically more diffi-
cult.

Many of the textbooks used in the uni-
versities are dominated by Western Euro-
pean or Anglo-Saxon myopias. The non-
European areas also tend to get marginal
treatment in the classroom.

We now put forward a proposal for a
more integrated course of study with global
perspective. However, any idea of spreading
out facts and problems about continents
and countries with even thickness among
all chronological courses is impossible, We
therefore recommend a course that is struc-
tured in line with a modular system, where
certain modules are mandatory and others
not. The merits of this proposal should he
weighed by an ad hoc committee within
the Office of the Chancellor empowered to
overhaul the history curriculum.

According to our proposal the course of
study is supposed to consist of five groups.
Within each of the groups a student can
choose between different parts ("sub -
courses"), with every such part to confer
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four points. and in that way he can amass
40 points.

Our proposal (the subcourses are to be
seen as examples only) looks like this:

Group 1
Choose 2-6 of the following subcourses.
Alternatives e) and f) are mandatory.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

1)

Universal history before 1750

Universal history after 1750

Nordic history before 1800

Nordic history after 1800

Practice course in historiography

Written assignment

Group 2
Choose 1-4 of the following subcourses:

a) History of the United States

b) History of Africa

c) History of Latin America

d) History of Asia

e) History of China

f) History of India

g) Ancient history

h) Medieval history

i) History of modern Europe

Group 3
Choose 1-4 of the following subcourses:

a) Comparative history of agronomy

b) History of technology

c) The arts as a mirror of time

d) Comparative social history

e) Economic growth processes

1) Comparative demographic history

g) History of the international capital move-
ments

Group 4
Choose 1-4 of the following subcourses:

a) History of science and learning

b) Marxist historiography

c) History of historiography

d) Models as historiological aids

el Archival science
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0 History of opinions

g) Documentation on international history

Group 5
Choose 1-4 of the following subcourses:

a) History of slavery

b) History of the European working class

c) History of migrations

d) History of international organizations

e) Modern international politics

g) History of the peace movement

h) Environmental problems in history

7.6.3. History 01 art
Today's courses of study in art history are
imbued with a Eurocentric approach. We
put forward a new proposal covering studies
during the first year, with one course for
each term.

Our proposal seeks to impart a global
perspective to this field and to put stronger
stress on the connection between art and the
societal structures. Even though the proposal
may seem to be chronological, it is not that;
on the contrary, it is systematic and our
ambition has been to break with prevalent
chronological patterns and to point up the
parallelism in different culture-manifesta-
tions.

Even though internationalizing the studies
is a goal unto itself, it also fulfills other aims.
It functions as a correlate in the study of
Western art. It contributes to a shift of atti-
tudes; it will no longer be just as easy to let
oneself be hypnotized by developments in
a single society andoftenby an articulate
class in that ! ociety. The international mate-
rial is meant to stimulate and enrich, above
all for methodological purposes. It should
give the students new angles of approach and
some unamatomed values.

Our proposal for a 20-point course dur-
ing the first term is structured as follows:

1 Introduction. Art in. tribal communities
and rudimentary societies (3 points)

Paleolithic and neolithic cultures. Sub-
Saharan Africa. Oceania. Pre-Columbian
America.

2 Art in the societies of antiquity (3 points)
Egypt and Mesopotamia. Aegean civilisa-
tion. The Greek city-states. Hellenism. The
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Roman Empire. The early Christian con-
gregations,

3 Art in feudal societies (4 points)
Volkerwanderung and medieval Europe up
to about 1400. Islamic civilization. Feudalis-
tic societies in India. China and Japan.

4 Art in preindustrial Europe (5 points)
The time from the 15th century up to and
including the mid-18th century in Europe
together with contemporary colonial art.

5 Art in the industrial society (5 points)
The time from the late 18th century up to
the present in capitalist and socialist indus-
trial societies.

Our proposal for the second-term course
(also 20 point) looks like this:

I In-depth course in the visual arts
(7 points)

Examples of aspects that may be taken up:

Material prerequisites and techniques of the
visual arts.

The artistic conception and its study.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Pictorial imagery. Chromatics. Theory of
visual composition.

Problems specific to sculpture.

Methods of penetrating the picture's mess-
age. The iconography of sacred and profane
art.

Instinctive and expressive artistic manifesta-
tion.

The abstract, the nonfigurative and the ab-
solute in art.

The picture as a propaganda weapon. Ad-
vertising.

Diffusion and study of the visual arts. Art
dealers. museums, art criticism.

Mass production in the visual arts. Salon art,
priiits, cheap art, photography, graphic art.
Art in the dublic setting. Monumental art.

2 In-depth course in architecture, urbanism
and utilitarian art (10 points)

Examples of aspects that may be taken up:

Materials, techniques, local prerequisites

Production patterns. Work organization.

THE SOUTHERN WORLD
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Forms of expression. The building as mes-
senger.

Theory of architecture.

Function of buildings (institutions, estab-
lishments, dwellinghouses etc.).

pes of plans.

Urban planning/civic design. Utopias.

The residential and working environment.

The industrial environment.

Preservation of buildings and landmarks.

Utilitarian art. Design.

3 Assignment (3 points)
Assignment of a theoretical or practical
nature. Orientation to bibliography and
archival science in connection with the as-
signment.

The more detailed format of this course
will naturally depend on the literature selec-
ted for it. By way of example, we mention
George Rowley's "Principles of Chinese
Painting" and Amos Rapoport's "House
Form and Culture". Rowley's book is studied
in two contexts, the first time to learn about
the formal qualities of Chinese painting and
the second time to explain choice of motifs
and substantive aspects. Rapoport's book can
usher in the architectural course and should
start out by directing student attentions to
those sociocultural, climatological and other
elementary factors which determine most
building and construction throughout the
world.

Some people will argue that the study of
foreign cultures should not be undertaken
in the very first semester of an art history
program but that it be put off until later. We
do not agree with this view, and we explain
why with an example taken from the tiny
land of Mustang, whose picture of the world
can be squeezed into a simple diagram (page
35).

The universities must not adhere to such a
model in their curriculum design.

7.7 The social sciences
7.7.1 General viewpoints
According to a commonly received notion,
the methods and theories of the social
science disciplines are bound to be interna-
tional by their very nature because of their
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blanket coverage. But in our opinion that
does not hold true of all theories and mo-
dels. Besides, their application will depend
on differences in surrounding environments.

If an international perspective is to be-
come more all-embracing in the social scien-
ces, more of them will hae to subdue the
Anglo-Saxon dominance in respect of mo-
dels, theories and applications. Towards that
end it will be necessary to broaden the inter-
national contacts of the social science de-
partments.

Concerning the social science disciplines
we have put forward proposals under various
heads as follows: (a) models and typical
examples for internationalizing the studies
in civics and political economy; (b) interna-
tionally oriented special courses; (c) an edu-
cational program combining business ad-
ministration and economics with language
training. Some of these proposals have an
interdisciplinary format, with inclusion of
material from fields of study other than the
social sciences.

7.7.2 Civics
The subject of civics as taught in the pri-
mary and secondary schools carries patent
weight for purposes of internationalizing
education at these levels. We therefore deem
it imperative for the universities to inter-
nationalize the training they give to teachers
in this subject.

Prospective teachers take civics as a block
subject within the universities. To qualify
for position at the lower level of secondary
school, they must amass 40 points of uni-
versity credit (one year of study). The block
is made up of sociology, economics and poli-
tical science. To qualify for positions in the
upper secondary schools, the teachers must
amass 20 more points, which involves ad-
ditional studies mainly consisting of eco-
nomics and human geography.

As was noted above in the case of history
(see section 7.6.2), university education in
civics cannot be internationalized unless the
different component subjects are integrated
with a problem-solving and interdisciplinary
approach.

The reasons are not hard to find. Under
the present 40-points system, society is first
studied from a sociological standpoint, then
from a political science standpoint and lastly
from a political economy standpoint. In
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other words, the course describes and ana-
lyzes the world as though it consisted of
three independent segments: sociology, polit-
ical science and economics. It should be fea-
sible to inculcate a more sensible conception
of the real world (and save no little time,
with added efficiency in the bargain) if a
problem area based on the contributions of
different sciences were to he treated in one
go. This would also facilitate an internatio-
nalization of the studies.

We put forward a conceptual design plan
for the first year's university studies in civics,
with the following principal aims:

a) to schedule and merge elements from
different sciences more rationally than in
existing curricula (structuring around the
theme or problem areas);

b) to put more of a genetic perspective on
societal phenomena (which far from lessen-
ing the pivotal weight of current affairs is
meant to impart greater understanding of
such affairs);

c) to treat the problems of society to a
greater extent in a global perspective.

Our conceptual plan is laid out as follows.
On an average, just about 7 points will attach
to every subcourse (7 weeks of study); other
scoring provision can be made, of course.
Examples of disciplines that can contribute
to the different topics of the integrated study
course are stated in parentheses.

Subcourse 1 Man-family-group-society
The formation of societies; individuals and
groups in primitive societies (economic his-
tory, social anthropology). The structure of
industrial production and its impact on in-
dividual-group relations (economic history,
sociology). Social relations and attitudes;
social persuasion processes and opinion nk.
ding in the industrial society (sociology, law).

Subeourse 2 The allocation of resources
Normative problems in resources allocation;
different production systems and their soc-
ietal consequences, division of labor and
wage determination (economics, political
science). The allocation of welfare, nation-
ally and globally; the situation of developing
countries (economies, political science,
human geography). Equalizing welfare; de-
velopment cooperation, taxation systems,

social welfare policy, public services (eco-
nomics, political science).

Subcourse 3 Man and the labor market
The process of choosing studies and careers
and its connection with education and the
labor market (sociology). Trade unions, em-
ployer associations, collective bargaining and
rules of law (political science, law). Business
cycles, economic policy and manpower
policy (economics, political science).

Subcourse 4 Systems of government
From small villages to large municipalities
(history, economic history, political science).
From royal power and feudalism to modern
democracy (history, political science). The
political ideologies (political science). 7 he
Swedish political system in comparative
light; public administration (political science,
sociology).

Subcourse S The internationalization
process
Global adjustment problems--resources, en-
vironment, population etc. (economics,
human geography). International trade, the
economy's internationalization, economic in-
tegration (economics, business administra-
tion). International political relations and
systems; political relations and systems; poli-
tical consequences of the internationalization
process; problems of peace and conflict (po-
litical science).

Subcourse 6 Problem study within chosen
field
Individual or group work centering on a
problem chosen from the course of study,
which is to be treated from an all-round
social science aspect. May be presented in
lectures, memoranda or essays. Practical
guidance which gives training in information
retrieval and research methodology.

7.7.3 Economics
Economics is founded on certain general
basic theories and has traditionally devoted
special interest to the international scene.
For that reason there would appear to be
less need to increase the internationalization
of curricula than in many other subjects.
But that is precisely why we have deemed it
relevant to find out whether this can be
increased even more.
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[1w .first year of studies in economics
should be internationalized to a great-
er extent by illustrating central economic
theory with examples and applications taken
from different countries and unlike eco-
nomic systems. The means toward that end
would be to select appropriate course litera-
ture, to construct practice exercises and to
recast the teaching format itself. We pro-
pose minor amendments to the core cur-
ricula laid down by the Office of the Chan-
cellor so as to bring out this point and to
ensure that stress is put on the international
economic dependence.

Students should also be enabled to choose
an alternative curriculum, focusing on inter-
national economics, beginning with the se-
cond semester. Such options should also be
available to them after they complete the
first year. In addition, we discuss instituting
an educational program which emphasizes
political economy and which permits special-
izing either in development theory and devel-
oping-country problems or in international
economics.

7.7.4 Peace and conflict theory
Up to now the sole provision for studies in
peace and conflict research made at under-
graduate level has taken the form of minor
courses studied within the ambit of political
science and sociology. We propose a 20-
point course (one semester of study) in peace
and conflict theory.

This program would consist of five sub-
courses: peace theory and peace values,
global structure, national structure, Man in
the structure and case studies on the pro-
blems of peace.

7.7.5 Area studies on Latin America and
Eastern Europe
Special courses of the area-studies type for-
merly did not exist at the Swedish universi-
ties. We have proposed the adoption of such
studies at the undergraduate level in respect
of (a) social science relating to Latin Ame-
rica and (b) social science relating to the
countries of Eastern Europe, i.e. the Soviet
bloc, which we shall refer to as "EE social
science".

Concerning social science relating to Latin
America, we propose a basic 20-point
course. However, the undergraduates should
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also he enabled to study parts of this course
separately. The course is to give a con
spectus of natural resources, political, eco-
nomic and social structures in an interna-
tional perspective, development problems
and practical guidance in information re-
trieval. Half the course would consist of
special studies shaped in deference to the
interests shown by the undergraduates.
Among other things, the course would be
called upon to convey an idea of how the
Latin Americans themselves view their social
problems, the better to militate against ethno-
centric misconceptions.

Concerning EE social science, we propose
two types of study courses: the one to con-
sist of two 10-point courses without langu-
age studies, the other of two 20-point courses
in which half the studying time is devoted to
the Russian language.

The first 10-point course comprises the
following subcourses: an introduction to
social conditions in the Soviet Union; geo-
graphy of the Soviet Union and the rest of
Eastern Europe; history of the Soviet Union
and other EE states; ideology (Marxism-
Leninism) and current EE issues. In the
second, follow-on 10-point course, any three
of the following subcourses could be chosen:
the Soviet economy, with particular refer-
ence to dirigisme; Soviet industry and com-
merce; Soviet politics; Soviet cultural policy,
Soviet research and science policy; the eco-
nomies of EE countries, aspects of dirigisme
and government policy; special study of a
selected EE country; current EE issues. .

The social science content of the with-
language courses is the same as for the cour-
ses described above. Inasmuch as the langu-
age study will be laid out in line with the
principles we account for in section 8, we
also figure on beginners being able to ac-
quire a useful grasp of Russian even though
the studying periods are as short as 10 and
20 weeks, respectively.

These proposals were put forward in our
preliminary report I and were put into effect
as from the 1973/74 academic year. The
Latin America course is given at the Univer-
sity of Stockholm in conjunction with the
Latin American Institute, while the EE polit-
ical science course is given at the University
of Uppsala in conjunction with its depart-
ment for EE research. However, the with-
language courses will not start to run until
the 1974/75 academic year.
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7.7.6 International relations
At the undergraduate level we have proposed
a 20-point course on international relations,
a term that we interpret very broadly to in-
clude not only governmental policy on for-
eign affairs but also the total system of
global interdependence, with its interplay of
the economic and technological, the devel-
opment problems and the ecological pro-
blems.

Hereunder three subcourses: the first is
to deal with the international society in a
historic perspective (4 points). That society
would be analyzed for its origin, structure
and development tendencies, the disparate
social conditions in the industrialized count-
ries of East and West and in the developing
world, and dissensions within and between
these groups.

The second subcourse is to deal with pro-
blems in the international society: theories,
acturs and strategies (12 points). Hereunder
the following topics are to be taken up: pro-
blems of peace and war; problems of devel-
opment and allocation; and ecological pro-
blems. Stress is to be put on how different
actors in the international society react to
these problems and which strategies they use
to solve them.

The third subcourse consists of case stu-
dies (4 points). Here the undergraduate
would apply the subject matter learned from
preceding courses to concrete international
situations.

This course of study was proposed in our
preliminary report IV and may be put into
effect as from the 1975 spring term.

7.7.7 International integration
Our proposal for a course of study on inter-
national integration (20 points) takes eco-
nomic integration as its benchmark, but it
also defers to the political aspects of systems
such as the EEC, Comecon. EFTA, Gatt and
the UN. The course derives its principal
content from economics, political science
and law.

Four subcourses would enter in as fol-
lows: history and prime movers of interna-
tional integration (2 points); theory of inter-
national integration (political, economic and
legal theory, 6 points); institutions of inter-
national integration (2 points); case studies
(10 points).

The overall course could also be taken for

10 points, in which instance the case studies
would be dropped.

This course was likewise proposed in our
preliminary report I" d may be put into
effect as from the 19 i spring term.

7.7.8 International organizations; inter-
national cooperation and conference
technique
The course proposed hereunder, cast in the
form of a workshop, is chiefly addressed to
those employees in the public and private
sectors who come into contact with matters
of international cooperation. Although 10
points of credit are envisioned for the course
as a whole, its constituent subcourses could
also be studied separately or in different
combinations.

The "workshop" we have in mind con-
sists of the following subcourses: interna-
tional organizations (3 points), international
conferences and meetings (2 points), ease
studies (3 points) and conference language
(2 points).

The proposal for this course was spelled
out in preliminary report IV. It was wel-
comed by those submission bodies represent-
ing the job world, who pointed out that there
is great need for such a course. The univer-
sities commented adversely, however, mostly
on grounds that any course which smacks of
a workshop does not properly belong to an
academic setting. It is therefore uncertain
whether the course will come into being.

7.7.9 Educational program in economics,
business administration and languages
(international business economists training)
In our report II we proposed a new educa-
tional program, combining training in eco-
nomics, business administration and foreign
languages to satisfy the needs primarily of
Sweden's exporting industries but also of the
civil service and other organs of government.
This would mean a combination of eco-
nomics and language training comprising
140 points; that is, a study period of 3 1/2
years. The program format is sct out in the
diagram on page 40.

This type of education is conducive to.
internationalization in many ways. The in-
troductory course in economics includes in-
ternational economic orientation (from the
viewpoint of global allocation of welfare and
other global problems), a survey of the eco-
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

First year
Autumn term Spring tem

Second year
Autumn term Spring term

English

Political economy

Language II Language II

Introductory course
in economics

Optional subject Business
administration

Third year
Autumn term Spring term

Fourth year
Autumn term

Language II language II
Business
administration

Busine
administration

Business
administration

nomic ties of Swedish business and an in-
troduction to statistical methods. The op-
tional subject may be English, statistics, a
general course in law or international poli-
tics. Not only are the language and eco-
nomics subjects to be studied in parallel, but
they are also meant to be integrated with
each other. The studs of economics would
devote more time than usual to foreign con-
ditions and international problems. To the
utmost extent possible, the study literature
in these subjects should be in English or
Language II, and the same goes for the writ-
ing of essays and papers. The language train-
ing is to provide good, general ability but
is also to be directed toward the social
sciences and economics. Language H may
be French, German, Spanish, Russian or
Portuguese.

This program got under way at four Swe-
dish universities in the 1973/74 academic
year. It was initiated in Uppsala and Gote-
borg with French as Language II and in
Lund and LinkOping with German as Lan-
guage II. The inclusion of Spanish, Russian
and Portuguese as Language II is still a pro-
blem of if and when.

First-year experiences of the new pro-
gram were highly favorable. Studies in eco-
nomics. macro and micro, used to start off
with one term in statistics. That turned out
to bring problems in its train: the students
at this stage could not fathom the usefulness
of theoretical and abstract statistical studies
and their connection with the coming subject
studies; dropouts used to be numerous. To-

day, the students have reacted most favor-
ably to starting off with a globally oriented,
introductory course in economics; they feel
they have learned something essential and
been given a stimulating run-up to the fol-
low-on studies because these are put into a
larger context (cf. the proposal in section
7.1 for the introductory course called "Inter-
disciplinary University Orientation").

7.8 Natural sciences
The ingredients of the faculty of science are,
first, subjects which basically are of a gener-
al nature, such as mathematics, physics and
chemistry; and second, subjects which may
interlock more or less with national condi-
tions, e.g. the biological and geographical
subjects. Even so, national traditions can
also dominate the thrust imparted to sub-
jects in the first-named category.

Under this head we have elected to do
the following: first, to deal synoptically with
the training of natural science teachers; and
second, to present models and typical ex-
amples for the subjects of geography, physi-
cal geography, mineralogy and petrology.

7.8.1 Training natural science teachers
Prospective teachers of natural science sub-
jects at the secondary level study mathema-
tics, physics, chemistry or biology at the
universities. Not once during these studies
do they bump up against the global adjust-
ment problem in interdisciplinary collabora-
tion, i.e. the need for the whole earth to
adjust in common when it comes td` natural
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resources, environment, allocation of wel-
fare, etc.

The postulates of the big global problems
are very much rooted in the natural sciences.
We therefore think it necessary for the uni-
versity education of schoolteachers to im-
part not only the theoretical and methodo-
logical foundations at subject level but also
take up the global adjustment problem in
interdisciplinary collaboration.

Considered from these aspects, the train-
ing of biology teachers takes on special in-
terest. Global problems receive very little
mention in existing curricula. At the same
time the course of events has fitted the
biological sciences with a new dimension
which interfaces with social .cience and
foreign policy. This fact ought to inject ele-
ments of biology into other types of educa-
tion. but it should also find expression in
training the school's biology teachers.

The Office of the Chancellor has co-opted
an ad hoe committee to overhaul the natural
sciences curriculum. We are counting on this
committee to advert to the problems here
outlined and to consider the viewpoints we
set out below concerning ways and means of
solving these problems.

The introductory course proposed in sec-
tion 7.1, "Interdisciplinary University Orien-
tation", should therefore be introduced at
the earliest into all natural science programs,
this to give the studies a societal and global
coherence from the outset.

Concerning the subject study of physics,
chemistry and biology, it should be feasible
to envisage applications to global problems
of those basic Icarnings which are being
worked up at any one moment. Efforts
should be made to afford scope for a series
of seminars with such applications, by ana-
logy with what we propose for engineering
education (see section 7.9).

The university training of teachers in nat-
ural science subjec.s runs for three years.
Courses may be chosen freely during the
third year. Ai we see it the credentials of
teachers would he greatly strengthened if
they were to select internationally oriented
interdisciplinary courses in their undergrad-
uate years. e.g. the above-described courses
in human ecology or international relations.

7.8.2 Geography
The block subject of geography contains
elements from the physical geography dis-

cipline within the faculty of science and
from human geography within the faculty of
social sciences. We herewith propose a re-
vised curriculum with a stronger global per-
spective for the first year of studies in geo-
graphy.

The goals stated for this course are: to
give a total picture of the earth as Man' ,

living space and of how Man uses the face
of the earth; to give insights into the global
ecosystems and the connection between the
geographic environment and Man's shaping
of society; to instill awareness of global
problems and to give an overview of physical
features, population and resources in a glob-
al perspective; to give insights into develop-
ment problems and regional planning; and
to train the undergraduates in geographic
analysis of problems relating to resources
and society.

Geography studies which emphasize this
approach should be given more estimable
standing in different educational programs.

7.8.3 Physical geography, mineralogy and
petrology

We have commissioned the preparation of
drafts which provide alternative curricula,
the one for physical geography and the other
for mineralogy and petrology, to cover the
first year of studies in these subjects. Our
intention is to make them freely elected
substitutes for the existing courses. Com-
pared with the existing curricula, the alterna-
tives put stronger stress on non-Nordic app-
lications. The principal vehicle here con-
templated is a field course in "non-Nordic
area".

7.9 Engineering
7.9.1 General internationalization of
education in engineering
An internationalization of this sector is im-
portant because it involves a large group
whose members are often affected by dif-
ferent kinds of international collaboration.
Given the limited studying period (the first
degrees in engineering and architecture are
granted after four years) it is considered
difficult to accommodate the international-
ization goals in view of the other goals that
govern the undergraduate engineering pro-
gram. At the same time wishes are often
expressed to provide the prospective en-
gineers with more learning from other dis-
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ciplines, such as the social sciences and
biology. This is justified on grounds that the
impact of technology on people and environ-
ments is such that there lies a danger in any
kind of one-sided technical specialization
which leads to looking too much at the pro-
blems from exclusively technical angles.

The wishes to impart broader frames of
reference to the training of engineers closely
intertwine with increased internationaliza-
tion; the connections between technology
and factors of a non-technical nature are
often best illuminated in an international
perspective. However, any major change of
engineering education along these lines falls
outside the purview of our commission and
will probably be hard to implement within
the present four-year compass.

By way of taking a first step on the road
we propose that the introductory course pre-
sented in section 7.1, "Interdisciplinary Uni-
versity- Orientation", be introduced into the
engineering programs at the earliest. By
rendering this education more effective it
should be possible to afford room for such
a short course.

The first two years of study contain man-
datory courses with emphasis on mathema-
tics, physics and basic technology. Technic-
ally applied subjects are studied during the
third and fourth years, with the undergradu-
ates often enjoying broad options to combine
courses on their own. There should be good
opportunities for increased internationaliza-
tion during these two years of study, partly
by way of special courses or seminars which
can give the students who so desire a more
international orientation, and partly by way
of laying on international perspectives in the
applied subjects. Hence a tool will be put in
hand whereby technical solutions can be
analyzed with other than Swedish determi-
nants in respect of politics, costs, climate,
nature, materials. etc.

The studies are to conclude with a project
undertaken to satisfy degree requirements.
Suggested themes for such projects with an
international emphasis could he relayed by
various bodies. e.g. the Swedish International
Development Authority.

7,9,2 Seminars on technical applications in
unfamiliar environments
We propose to institute, on a voluntary basis,
Aeries of seminars on how to go about solv-
ing tilt:IL:teal problems in other env ironments

than the Swedish. The seminars should be
adapted to the various engineering programs
and be inserted in the third or beginning of
the fourth undergraduate year. As a sugges-
tion, we think such a series could encompass
eight sessions lasting three hours each.

Technical assistance projects actually
under way in developing countries can be
selected for seminar treatment. As examples
of such projects we mention low-cost hous-
ing in Tunisia, gravelling of rural roads in
Kenya, forest industry in the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam, telecommunications in
Zambia and power plant construction in
Tanzania.

We have worked out a more detailed
example of organizing a series of seminars
on the forest industry project in the Demo-
cratic Republic of Vietnam. The eight ses-
sions would be devoted to the following
topics: introduction; the DRV environment
some preconditions; raw material supplies;
industry: process; industry: siting and con-
struction; manpower and training require-
ments for the operational phase; financial
management; execution.

In order to plan and lead these seminar
series and help other teachers to interna-
tionalize the technical application subjects,
we propose to establish the post of educa-
tional consultant in international technology
at each of the institutes and faculties of
technology.

7.10 Medicine
If any kind of education can be said to be
the most international in its compass and
implications, it is the education of doctors.
Not only are the medical sciences universal
by their very nature, but they truly embody
what has been referred to as the "nonplace
community", i.e. the webs of intimate con-
tact which specialized professionals maintain
with other professionals, wherever they may
be.

Be that as it may, all the medical schools
and joint faculty-student councils which
made submissions to us have stated that
measures can and should he taken to in-
crease the internationalization of medical
education. That is as good an example as
any of what awareness of the surrounding
world can do to make oi;e appreciate that
much more remains to he done in this re-
spect.
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t liven this background. we have thought
it relevant to recommend some general gui-
delines intended to impart a continued inter-
nation:Owing thrust to the training of doc-
tors.

I he undergraduate medical curriculum
should make greater provision for interna-
tional outlooks and draw more upon com-
paratke rationales to explain problems of
global import. For instance, the preclinieal
study of community medicine could start
oat from scratch with an international ap-
proach to community development, social
anthropology, demography, etc. The subjects
of medical chemistry, clinical physiology.
internal medicine and pediatrics should look
at nutrition problems from the aspects of
both the industrialized and underdeveloped
world. the subject of infectious diseases
could readily harbor more orientation to
tropical diseases. Under the head of hygiene,
the pollution problems of different geo-
graphic areas should be illuminated, e.g. in
terms of water supply, the disposal of in-
dustrial and human wastes, etc. It will he
especially important to include facts about
the supply. handling and processing of food-
stuffs in the instruction and to familiarize
students with the effects of climate on bac-
teria and the effects of bacteria on the treat-
ment of surgical diseases. In the subject of
social medicine, in-depth instruction should
he communicated on community medicine,
community development, social anthropo-
logy and population growth. The varying
parameters under which the health and med-
ical service operate should be considered,
with particular reference to maternal and
child health supervision. Instruction in ob-
stetrics and gynecology should incorporate
family planning and information about the
applicability of different contraceptive me-
thods in specific cultures.

Nledical practice in other countries should
he credited for in Sweden. A tour of duty
abroad, whether in a rich or poor country.
will enrich the doctor's medical experience
and broaden his professional horizons. It
should therefore he credited for purposes of
Swedish specialist training even if it does not
altogether conform to corresponding intern-
ship in Sweden.

Specialist training in developing-country
medicine is available from the Royal Caro-
line Institute in Stockholm with a course in
tropical medicine as well as from the Nation-

al Board of Health and Weltare. which has
mounted a course in medical assistance.
Both these programs seem to have a pur-
pose to fulfill.

Although we have not taken up pharmacy
and odontology for separate consideration.
we feel these programs should aspire to the
same development.

7.11 Social work and public administra-
tion

The professional schools of social work and
public administration chiefly train persons
for employment with welfare agencies and
local authorities. Even though the products
of these schools, known as "socionomists",
must necessarily conform to the regulations
of Swedish social legislation and Swedish
administrative procedure, it would he desir-
able and practicable to let international per-
spectives guide their training to a greater
extent.

The prospective social workers should ac-
cordingly be given a nuanced view of human
behaviors and emancipate themselves from
ingrained notions and prejudices. In many
cases the easiest way to do this is to call on
them to empathize with facts of the human
condition alien to those customary in Swe-
den. The case for empathy can be argued
even more strongly on the home front, since
Sweden is the home of a great many im-
migrants. An orientation course in social
anthropology should enter into the program.

The demands of employers, based largely
on their existing needs for socionomists to
do certain kinds of work, have been allowed
to fix the training given by schools of social
work and public administration. This narrow
practice should not be permitted to continue.
The exercise of a profession means more
than mere adjustment to tasks in the job
world; it also means contributing to the
process of change in the larger society. In-
ternational 'earnings and perspectives will
give such contributions a better chance of
success because they will militate against
regarding the conditions ruling in our coun-
try as axiomatic. The prospects for injecting
graduated increments of international per-
spectives into the programs of these schools
would appear to depend very much on fort-
ing links with research and on the earmark-
ing of resources for international contacts.

Arrangements should he made to mount
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special in -sers ice training course to consider
the prob!ems of immigrants.

7.12 Journalism
Prospective journalists are trained for two
years at professional schools of journalism.
The program offers small opportunities for
broadened and deepened international learn-
ings and outlooks, since it emphasizes pract-
ical training in a craft. Although some of
the students have come from university
campuses, this is not a requirement for ad-
mission to the schools of journalism.

The need for imparting a much stronger
international component to the training of
journalists is not solely or even primarily
motivated out oi deference to those journa-
lists who will be especially concerned with
foreign aftairs. Since the international de-
pendence is increasing in all areas and since
global problems will become important in
so many different situations. all journalists
must be armed with a greater corpus of
fundamental international !earnings and out-
looks than these schools can possibly pro-
s ide. Apart from the teachers there is hardly
any professional group who matter so much
as the journalists when it comes to keeping
the citizens abreast of what is happening in
the world outside our frontiers.

By international yardsticks, therefore, w
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view the present deficiencies of journalist
training with serious misgivings. They will
not be removable unless the current system
is drastically reorganized. We favor a trans-
fer to the universities in the form of a
separate educational program, where the
third undergraduate year could be devoted
to vocational training. We propose the ap-
pointment of an official committee to make
an unbiassed inquiry into the education of
journalists.

For purposes of further education we
think it desirable to afford practicing jour-
nalists the opportunity to attend the univer-
sities to take specialized international studies
of the kind that we have proposed, some of
which have already come into being.

7.13 Agriculture, forestry, veterinary
medicine
We have not delved inure deeply into the
programs that operate at the Agricultural
College, the Veterinary College and the Col-
lege of Forestry. That is not because these
disciplines are unimportant. In their com-
ments on our preliminary report Ill the
directors of these three professional schools
have drawn up guidelines for a continued
internationalization of education. These
endeavors should be pursued.
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8 Training in professional language

8.1 Introduction

[he tirst thing that usually springs to mind
when reference is made to a language is its
national or ethnic dress: Danish, English.
Rumanian. Hindi and so on. But these lan-
guages are not uniform; there are many
"languages within the language".

One type of these "languages within the
language" are the languages used in con-
nection with any one trade, occupation, pro-
fession. discipline or specialization. Exam-
ples are: Italian commercial correspondence,
legal French, economic German, mathemat-
ical Russian, textile Chinese, electronic Ja-
panese, banking English etc. These types of
languages differ from each other, or from
other languages within the language, in its
vocabulary, but there may he other distinc-
tive features as well.

the Swedish word for these types of lan-
guage is jackspra (from the German "Fach-
spraehe"). In English the terms "language
for special purposes" or "special languages"
are used. Beside them we introduce the term
"professional language".

Our proposals envision sharply expanded
language training at the universities for cate-
gories of undergraduates other than prospec-
the language specialists: engineers, physicists
social scientists, lawyers, humanists, etc.
We think this training ought to be oriented
to the languages of particular disciplines and
future careers. But the one who takes such
language training will also he acquiring
general language skills.

Professional language training within the
university framework can take two main
forms. The one is point-awarding courses in
special languages. These may either be volun-
tary courses, formally detached from other
education (e.g. in legal English or technical
French). or the may he courses which enter
into an educational program or a course of

study with other subjects (examples are the
earlier-mentioned educational program com-
bining business administration and languages
and the course in Eastern European social
science).

The other main form provides for lan-
guage training as an integral part of subject
specialization: we call this "integrated-skills
language training". The integrated skills can
be acquired in many different ways. The
most common is to include course literature
in foreign languages with study of the spe-
cialized subject. Further, foreign languages
can be used in lectures and seminar exer-
cises, as well as in presenting oral or written
reports on work tasks. The integrated-skills
language training can also be made to in-
clude what we call "backup courses", i.e.
short language courses which do not ter-
minate in final examinations as defined by
Swedish statutes and hence do not award
points. Their purpose is to help the under-
graduate pass in his specialty, usually by
making it easier to read course literature in
a foreign tongue. In short, the backup course
is an aid to study of the specialized subject.

So far the language curriculum at the
Swedish universities has been completely
dominated by the training of prospective lan-
guage teachers and other linguistic specia-
lists. Not until recent years, and only mod-
estly at that, have courses of a more or less
special language slant begun to take shape
for other student categories. We therefore
felt called upon to find out what other
countries have been doing in this field. Our
proposals accordingly lean heavily on empir-
ical data furnished by Sprachenzentrum der
Universitii! Bielefeld in the Federal Republic
of Germany, by the Soviet Union and other
Eastern European countries, and by Great
Britain.

Ve have also discussed the situation as
regards research together with R & D pro-
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sects concerning professional languages. This
work enabled us to identify problems which
need to he solved and which will require
intensified efforts,

8.2 The ease for professional language
training
The internationalization process engenders
ever greater needs for verhal communication
with people in other countries. These needs
are highly diversified, ranging from the abil-
ity to consult a dictionary to grasp the pith
of a text to excellent command of a lan-
guage.

In their responses to the questionnaires
we circulated, the universities as well as the
employers of graduates in the labor force
feel there is a gap between existing language
skills and the demands imposed by the job
world. As the internationalization process
keeps surging ahead this gap is hound to
yawn wider unless the language training is
strengthened. Hence no little of the induce-
ment for the universities to offer special lan-
guage training stems from the needs of the
labor market.

But skills in foreign languages also serve
to power the engine of internationalization
through broadened contacts with and greater
understanding of other countries and peop-
les.

On top of that conies the need to he able
to read professional literature in foreign lan-
guages during the university education itself.
Since the ability to read such literature is a
sine qua non for the coming career pursuit,
the universities will have to implant or up-
grade this skill as part of their vocational
training function. Moreover, much of the
necessary or best course literature is not
available in Swedish. Foreign course litera-
ture also counteracts ethnocentric attitudes
and widens horizons.

University-level training in special lan-
guages should encompass not only languages
excluded from the primary and secondary
schools but also the languages ordinarily
taught in these schools. However, there are
those who argue that it must he left up to
the school to meet the needs of skill in the
school languages for persons other than pro-
spective linguistic specialists. That the uni-
versities should then have to mount courses
in school languages, including the one that
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is most studiedEnglishis seen as a re-
flection on the schools; they have tailed in
their mission.

We don't see things that way at all. Even
if the school were to achieve optimally ef-
fective language training, the university
would still have to bring school languages
under its purview for purposes of profes-
sional language training. That is because
language skills acquired in school should he
maintained and improved on in the univer-
sity., where they will also have to home in
on the undergraduates' fields of study and
their future careers. The graduates, of
course, are going to be in great need of oral
and written communicating skills in foreign
languages when they practice their specializ-
ed !earnings.

Another reason why the universities must
he called upon to upgrade skills :n foreign
languages derives from the wide sp:ad of
standards between different undergraduate
categories. The need for language skills also
varies. The universities should therefore pro-
vide differentiated opportunities to upgrade
ability in specific languages from one under-
graduate category to another.

University staff may also need special
language training to enable them to perform
their duties. The courses for this purpose
should also recruit gainfully employed per-
sons outside the universities.

Moreover, additional recruitment to uni-
versity studies will be forthcoming from new
student groups who do not have secondary
school studies behind them. For these
groups, too, the course literatur.; require -
ments must be kept intact, at least in Eng-
lish. But they may not know enough English
when they commence their university studies.
Bearing these student groups in mind, the
universities will have to mount backup
courses from beginner's or elementary level
in English as well.

There is no predetermined upper limit to
the extent of the needs for professional lan-
guage training. If anything, this is a question
of potentialities: How do we satisfy the
needs, all of them?

We think language training at the univer-
sities should ultimately be made compulsory
for all undergraduates, which is now the case
in Eastern Europe. For the time being the
needs will have to be satisfied by (a) volunt-
ary courses in special languages; (h) inte-
grated-skills language training.
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8.3 Goals for professional language
training
8.3.1 General objective
In section 3.3.3 we set out the general goals
for university inputs into professional lan-
guage training. These goals denote that the
furtherance of skills in foreign languages for
all undergraduates is to be seen as an inte-
gral part of the university's vocational mis-
sion, which is to impart the kind of educa-
tion that will be needed in working life.

Higher goals will have to be set for the
postgraduate level, i.e. for the students who
are going to become research workers. The
graduates should be capable, at least in
respect of most dis';iplines, of profiting from
scientific literature in more than one foreign
language. Besides, they should be able to
report on their own research findings in at
least one foreign language. We propose to
make the postgraduate curricula specifically
identify those foreign languages in which
reading skill must be prerequisite to the pur-
suit of research.

8.3.2 Language areas
On the basis of our initial surveys we have
found that the different languages can be
rank-ordered by exigency in the following
groups:

1) English;

2) French and German;

3) Russian and Spanish;

4) languages spoken in areas that are ex-
pected to take on growing importance,
major immigrant languages and leading
lingua francas or third-world languages
(e.g. Japanese, Chinese, Portuguese, Fin-
nish, Serbo-Croatian, Arabic, Hindi, Swa-
hili);

5) other languages.

.\s far as Sweden is concerned, English is
the most important working language for
international purposes and will remain so
for the foreseeable future. It is the language
that the normal run of the undergraduate
population will have to master, more or less,
in order to do justice to their specialties.

But our surveys have turned up something
else: a widely held belief that the Swedish
educational system has accorded inordinate
dominance to English. This has not only
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produced a scarcity of professionals who
can communicate in other languages. It has
also tended to make our international dialo-
gues in domains such as the arts, science and
economics dominated by the Anglo-Saxon
world.

Having due regard to demands from the
labor market and to reasons of cultural
policy, plus the need to tie into internatio-
nalistic strivings generally, the study of for-
eign languages other than English will have
to be favored more than in the past. We
need a great many professionals who can
work with languages like French, German,
Russian and Spanish, as well as smaller
numbers of professionals conversant with
other languages.

8.3.3 Types of skill
It is sometimes contended that training in
professional languages must rest on a foun-
dation of general language ability. The con-
clusion then drawn from this is that the basic
language skill ought to be learned from
"general texts". In some cases the conclusion
is elaborated with a definition of such texts:
they consist of fiction and reading matter of
everyday nature.

True, general language ability is necessary
to communication in scientific and profes-
sional matters. But it can also be learned
from reading specialized texts. Why? Be-
cause that part of any one special language
which is not technical terminology happens
to be very much public property. We con-
tend that specialized texts offer the best
springboard for building up the requisite
general language ability, for reasons set out
below:

1) Seen linguistically, the specialized texts
come with a double payoff built in, since
they contain both technical terminology
and the necessary general vocabulary and
grammar.
The specialized text attaches, in a natural
manner, special weight to general linguis-
tic phenomena of the kind which have
relevance to the special language con-
cerned.

3) The specialized text imparts not only lan-
guage skills but also knowledge of those
things that the text is about. That can
impart a forward push to study motiva-
tion and, as a spin-off, improve the gener-
al languaze ability.

1)
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The training emphasis should he put on up-
grading the practical ability to communicate
in everyday work situations. Generally
speaking, the "reading situation" will be the
most frequent, since virtually all under-
graduates have to pick up course literature
in foreign languages. while the ability to
profit from foreign specialized literature will
he %nal to them in their future careers. In
descending order of frequency. it would ap-
pear, come the "conference situation", the
"interpersonal situation" and the "corre-
spondence situation",

The most necessary skills will have to he
gisen priority, this because the undergradu-
ates are committed to non-language majors
and as such can devote no more than limited
time to professional language training.
Orammatic and phonetic accuracy cannot
he accorded the same weight as in the train-
ing of prospective linguistic specialists.

8.4 Courses in special languages
We put forward examples of curricula for
professional language courses. The training
can focus on different skill levels and on one
or more "suhskills ". Among examples of the
upgradable are: reading of specialized litera-
ture, oral and written reports on and discus-
sions of the text read. keeping minutes of
proceedings. drafting specimen, letters and
memoranda, participating in conferences
and meetings. etc.

We also propose to make courses ;limbic
at knowledge of realia. i.e. objects to illus-
trate conditions in other countries.

As a rule the professional language
courses will he studied voluntarily alongside
the majorsto be inserted in class schedule
lacunae, as a "stripe" running parallel with
the subject studies or phased in after these
studies are concluded. In terms of course
credit, they should extend point awards from
5 tfive weeks of study) on up. .1 hey should
he mounted in the form of elemental)
courses as well as advanced courses.

Furthermore, we want courses in special
languages to he increasingly developed into
fixed components of the regular courses and
educational programs in different discip-
lines.

8.5 Integrated-skills language training
8.5.1 Course literature in foreign languages
We noted earlier that course literature re-
quirements in foreign languages do not al-
ways go down well with the students. In our
opinion one must not capitulate to this senti-
ment tinder any circumstances.

It follows that we think it normal for
course literature in English to be mandatory
in the curricular bibliographies. Wherever
possible the bibliographies should also offer
selections of alternative readings in French
or German. It will be tip to the joint faculty-
student councils to ensure that the biblio-
graphies provide for course literature in
foreign languages. Tests should he run to
check out that the mandatory course litera-
ture in foreign languages has really been
read and understood.

8.5.2 Instruction and assignments in foreign
languages

The extent of instruction and presentation of
assignments in foreign languages is of course
hound to vary between educational levels
and disciplines. The incidence is likely to be
more or less infrequent at undergraduate
level, apart from those cases where language
training forms an integral part of study
courses and educational programs. At post-
graduate level it would he desirable to in-
clude such instruction and presentation to a
great extent. Not only guest lecturers from
abroad but also Swedish lecturers should he
able to address their classes in a foreign
tongue; diction which falls short of perfec-
tion should not be considered a barrier to
using foreign languages in the classroom, at
least incidentally. Positive experiences have
been reported so far in cases where the
working language used was a non :Swedish
one.

8.5.3 Backup courses
As mentioned earlier, the backup course
chiefly aims to develop the ability to read
course literature in a foreign language within
the ambit of a particular discipline or profes-
sional sector. By contrast with the language
courses discussed curlier, the backup courses
do not confer credit towards a degree. They
are supporting aids to the study of the major
or specialized field.

We put forward examples of backup
courses in special languages. They build
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above all on empirical data furnished by
Sprachenzentrum der Universitlit Bielefeld
in the Federal Republic of Germany.

1 he backup courses can take off from
elementary level both in nonschool and

languages. i.e. at the level of primary
education. But they can also build upon the
completion of language studies in the secon-
dar schools.

In the last-named case the backup course
can encompass only one or a tew sessions
which seek to help the student cross over
the initial stumbling blocks when he sets out
to read specialized literature in a foreign
language.

I:vperiences from Bielefeld show that a
course running for 60 elassrom hours will
enable beginners to attain reading skill in a
specialized language. This presupposes a
contrastive method and a carefully selected
language material, preferably computer pro-
grammed. The text course is generally small
in site. and the text itself is meticulously
analysed.

8.6 Organization and rescurces

8.6.1 Institutional organization
A fundamental question is whether the lan-
guage departments of the universities ought
to administer the training in professional lan-
guages or whether a separate language-
training organization ought to he built up for
this purpose.

To begin by arguing the ease for a sepa-
rate organization, the training in special lan-
guages is usually alien to the traditions of
language departments and may require a
substantial reorientation. Under a separate
organizatioi: the professional language train-
ing would immediately become a cardinal
mission and not a by-product on a par with
the training of linguistic specialists.

To argue the case for the other side, the
existint! language departments command the
biggest resources longer-term for differen-
tiating their output of special courses in
many different languages. It is also impor-
tant to tie into the discipline-based and
methodical R D work that goes on in the
university language departments.

As the normal solution we propose that
these departments he made responsible for
the training in professional languages and in
so doing .ils render service to the unat-
tached prk itssional schools. But the time

a tew years have elapsed the departments
should be evaluated for their performance.
Should it then turn out that the professional
language training has not taken a satisfactory
development, the organizational problem can
be subjected to reappraisal.

The changeover to the training in special
languages will have to be chiefly effected by
the language departments themselves with
their own investments of time, work and
money. Among other things, they must find
out about educational methods and course
models abroad and arrange for suitable
transplants to Sweden. This can be done in
various ways: by bringing in foreign experts
in the subject field; by engaging the services
of foreign linguists as guest lecturers; by
making field trips to other countries; and by
documentation.

By and by, the training in special lan-
guages may well acquire dimensions exceed-
ing those for the training of linguistic spe-
cialists. In future the language departments
should very much function as institutions of
service to other parts of the university. A
development along these lines could he
giiithd by a motto which we quote from the
Bible (St. Mark, 10: 43, 44): "But whosoever
will be great among you, shall he your
minister; And whosoever of you will he the
chiefest, shall be servant of all."

8.6.2 Recruitment and in-service training of
teachers
The teachers who work in special language
training must not only have linguistic com-
petence but also knowledge of particular
specialties. At all events the ordinary lan-
guage teachers must know enough to under-
stand what the studied text means, but they
may also need the adjunctive talents of
teachers whose certification is in a specialty.
The result will be to alter the pattern of
teacher recruitment to the language depart-
ments, since training in professional lan-
guages represents a shift from language
training as a marked-off humanistic dis-
cipline to a discipline which services dif-
ferent specialties.

If the language teachers arc going to he
able to meet the stipulated criteria, it will be
necessary to offer them in-service training.
This could be made to build up the corpus
of specialized knowledge and, additionally,
induct participants into planning and devis-
ing methods for courses in special languages.
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Such teacher training has already been ar-
ranged for the newly instituted educational
program in business administration and lan-
guages (see section 7.7.9). The teachers of
economic subjects have gotten to study each
of the related foreign languages, while the
language teachers have gotten more feel for
economics.

Teachers who are mainly credentialed in
a specialty may also take training to qualify
for language instruction.

8.6.3 Organization of studies
Various educational programs already allow
the completion of professional language
training to be counted towards a degree.
However, greater provision needs to be made
and in cases where such integration possi-
bilities do not exist they should be created as
soon as possible.

8.6.4 Allocation of resources.
The national research councils should lend
greater support to research on language
education and professional languages. We
further propose that Skr 2 million per an-
num be made available to the Office of the
Chancellor to finance research and develop-
ment, experimentation and teacher twilling
in this area.

Additionally, resources should he voted so
that special language and backup courses
can be mounted to the desired extent. The
appropriations should also permit mounting
of intensive courses.

Sufficient planning resources should he
put at the disposal of the language depart-
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ments for the purpose of special language
training. Once this training has acquired a
certain continuity, it may be advisable to in-
stall tenured teaching posts especially for this
purpose.

8.7 Center for language pedagogy
Some of the language departments are con-
ducting separate R & D projects on lan-
guage pedagogy. We think added provision
should be made for a permanent organiza-
tion which is specifically concerned with
language pedagogy in general and which
can confer greater development potentials as
well as stability and continuity on the work.
We therefore propose instituting a chair on
language pedagogy and a center for this at
the University of Goteborg. The center
would he called upon to work together hoth
with language departments in Sweden and
with similar institutions abroad.

8.8 Vocational and educational guidance
It will have emerged from the foregoing
that the students still do not fully appreciate
the crucial role played by skills in foreign
languages for their future employment pro-
spects. The vocational and educational guid-
ance services should therefore inform them
about the need for skills in foreign languages
concomitant with specialized know-how and
"sell" them the benefits of enrolling in a
program of training in professional lan-
guages.
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9 International exchange at university level

9.1 Introduction
Our terms of reference also called for map-
ping out the current state of affairs as re-
gards the international exchange of univer-
sity staff and students and for putting for-
ward proposals on how existing obstacles
can he removed.

In our mapping survey we describe the
work being done by Unesco, the Council of
Europe and other international organiza-
tions. We also furnish glimpses of how other
countries run exchange programs. Further,
we report on the present Swedish conditions
in this respect.

The motives we adduced earlier on behalf
of internationalizing education also consti-
tute motives to encourage the increased ex-
change of university staff and students be-
tween countries: such an exchange promotes
the internationalization of education. But
there is another aspect, too: the universities
must be furnished with abundant inputs of
experiences. impulses and new ideas from
other countries; such "feedback" makes an
essential tool for reappraising and renewing
their operations, for putting their activities
on :t high plane.

he obstacles in the way of international
exchange can be classified into four main
types:

structural obstacles (design of educational
systems, pay relativities, terms of employ-
ment. etc.);

formal obstacles (public laws on education.
rules and regulations on leave of absence
and merit rating, etc.):

communicative obstacles (language. docu-
mentation, information):

economic obstacles (travelling grants, financ-
ial and to students).

s tar as practicable we put forward
proposals :or remoing these oktacles. the

eccnomic and formal ones in particular.
Since not all kinds of obstacles are amenable
to steps taken unilaterally, they will require
matching actions in other countries.

The leading principles for our proposals
are:

to remove or alleviate existing obstacles to
the utmost extent;

to indicate general guidelines for an in-
creased exchange;

to let the universities themselves shape the
broadened exchange.

In other words, the proposals assume that
the concrete exchange will chiefly build
upon local initiatives. Scope and capability
for such initiatives will have to be put in
hand by removing formal obstacles, by pro-
viding adequate funding, and by implement-
ing measures to organize necessary services.

Up to now there have been no clearly
spelled-out goals and cogently reasoned prin-
ciples to govern the exchange program. We
have therefore striven to formulate a set of
guiding norms or criteria for this purpose.

It is important not to let the program be
preoccupied with areas which are easiest to
interface with for linguistic and other rea-
sons, i.e. the Nordic and Anglo-Saxon count-
ries. One should aspire to an all-round ex-
change which also takes in the Eastern
European countries, the Western European
continent and the countries of Africa, Asia
and Latin America.

9.2 Studies abroad for Swedish students
9.2.1 General viewpoints
The difficulties of locating studies abroad
are mainly hound up with three factors: the
crediting of education abroad towards Swe-
dish degrees, the financing of foreign studies,
and information and documentation about
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studies abroad. Our proposals seek to re-
move the obstacles in these three respects.

We think it important to encourage higher-
level studies generally and postgraduate
researcher-training) education in particular.

In principle, a designated period of study
abroad should normally enter into the post-
graduate program.

The facilities for group studies abroad
(excursions, field projects, branch campuses
of foreign universities) need to be expanded.

An ad hoc committee of the Swedish
I. ahour Market Board is now handling the
question of practical experience abroad.

9.2.2 Accreditation of studies
If the objective is to promote studies abroad
for Swedish students, such studies should he
recognized as conferring credit towards
earning a degree in Sweden.

International organizations are working
hard on the "equivalency issues", i.e. on
dexising systems and agreements which aim
at reciprocal accreditation of educational
achievement. Since the difficulties are for-
midable, a long time is bound to elapse be-
fore universally valid solutions are arrived at
on the basis of international agreements.
However, an equivalence agreement is in

force between the Nordic countries.)
In our opinion the problem of granting

Swedish students credit for studies pursued
abroad can he solved more or less satisfac-
torily by unilaterally taken Swedish mea-
sures.

This solution would credit foreign educa-
tion towards Swedish degrees even if the
overseas studies do not fully equate with the
terms of Swedish curricula but serve the
same primary ends. We recommend the in-
sertion of a positively worded clause to this
effect in the Swedish educational statutes.
the testing should be administered on liberal
grounds by a duty authorized examiner at a
Swedish university. The student would he
called upon to produce evidence of courses
taken at the foreign university, while the
examiner would make sure that these courses
largely meet the same aims as in the Swedish
curriculum. Entries would he recorded in the
degree certificate as follows: education com-
pleted abroad, names of the foreign univer-
sity and the courses taken, and identifica-
tion of the Swedish program under which
credit is recognized. Such accreditation shall
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be allowable for a whole course of study as
well as part of a course.

Recognition could also be given to foreign
programs which have no counterpart in
Swedish curricula, for example as electives
within a Swedish educational program. Mat-
ters of this kind should be decided by joint
faculty-student councils.

Our proposals are fired by the conviction
that departures from Swedish curricula are
to he regarded as a plus, not a minus. We
take that position because such departures
are bound to infuse the studies, the careers
and, ultimately, the Swedish society with
values other than those which can be attain-
ed from strict adherence to the Swedish cur-
ricula.

Under present rules Swedish examiners
may permit students in the postgraduate
program to take credit for courses taken in
foreign seats of learning. We submit that
they should do so even in cases where educa-
tion does not fully live up to the Swedish
postgraduate curricula but essentially serves
the same purposes.

Where all the work required for a degree
has been done abroad, and such work is not
counted in Sweden for degree-granting pur-
poses, it should be allowed to confer quali-
fications for professional employment in
Sweden. We call upon the national govern-
ment agencies to overhaul the regulations on
merit rating of foreign studies with a view
to achieving a more liberal and equitable
rating system.

9.2.3 Financing of foreign studies
Under the regulations now in force for
financial aid to students (study assistance,
see p. 9), applications for study assistance
to study abroad will be approved "if the
studies cannot be pursued with equal ad-
vantage at a Swedish seat of learning". A
restrictive interpretation has been put upon
this rule. In most cases where Swedish stu-
dents have received monies to study in an-
other country, the rationale has been a short-
age of intake capacity in Sweden combined
with exceptional labour market demand for
certain professional categories such as physi-
cians and dentists. However, financial aid to
study in another Nordic country (Deamark.
Norway. Iceland and Finland) is available
under the same terms as for studying in
Sweden.

Since we want education abroad to be
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credited towards Swedish degrees in accord-
ance with liberal rules. the consequence
should be to permit the ordinary funding
sstem, i.e. study assistance, to he used for
studies abroad to a much larger extent than
is the ease at present.

We propose to make study assistance pay-
able for foreign studies of the kind that can
he counted as credits in Swedish education.
Questions of eligibility should be adjudicated
by the educational authorities la joint fac-
ulty-student council or an examiner), either
generally for a certain type of education or
in individual cases.

liven in cases where foreign education
cannot he credited in Swcden, funds to pay
for studies abroad should be granted under
more generous rules than at present. The
present proviso, which withholds approval
if the studies can he pursued with equal ad-
vantage in Sweden, should he superseded by
a clause sanctioning the payment of study
assistance when (a) the studies abroad can
he counted as education in Sweden; and (h)
the pursuit of studies at a foreign seat of
learning confers special benefits.

Postgraduate scholarships (researcher
training, see p. 9) are now spendable abroad
upon the consent of a joint faculty-student
council. To simplify the processing of appli-
cations. we propose that the decision-making
power he transferred to examiners.

As matters now stand, study assistance is
seldom granted for studies outside Europe.
We propose to have such geographic restric-
tions abolished.

We hope it will become more common
practice in the future to relocate Swedish-
sponsored studies (e.g. in foreign languages)
on a systematic, grouped basis at foreign
seats of learning under the auspices of Swe-
dish universities. In such cases it would not
he necessary to adjudicate on the eligibility
for financial aid, since the studies would he
officially pursued at a Swedish university
esen if they were sited abroad. The same
would hold true of group travels, excursions
and field projects mounted abroad by a
Swedish university.

Although the ordinary university grants
under the government's budget appropria-
tions could he deployed to pay for the tra-
velling expenses incurred by group studies,
excursions and field projects, they are in-
adequate for this purpose. We propose set-
ting up a special grant to strengthen the in-

ternational programs of the Swedish unix er-
sities (see p. 57); the monies in this budget
could he used to cover the costs of group
studies and other activities abroad.

To pay for the extras that individual stu-
dies tend to run up abroad in the form of
travelling expenses and tuition fees, Swedish
students already qualify for so-called extra
study assistance, i.e. a sum of financial aid
exceeding that normally payable. However,
these extra funds have to he repaid and as
such really amount to a loan. To avoid eco-
nomic and social discrimination in passing
on eligibility for studies abroad, we recom-
mend setting up a system of bursaries for
overseas studies. All persons who receive
government subsidies for such studies in the
form of study assistance or postgraduate
scholarships should also be entitled to the
bursaries to cover the vouchered extra costs
of travels and tuition fees. However, a speci-
fied upper limit should be stipulated (about
SKr 1.000 per term. We figure that after a
few years these bursaries would run up an
annual bill of about Skr 2 million.

The Swedish Institute for Cultural Rela-
tions with Foreign Countries also makes
awards of bilateral exchange fellowships;
we do not propose any change in this system.

9.3 Foreign students in Sweden
9.3.1 Gc'ntral rh.wpoinis
There is no accurate statistic on the number
of foreign students in Sweden; besides, that
is also a matter of definition. Even so, it
would appear that between 7,000 and 10,000
foreign nationals are enrolled in Swedish
universities. Presumably more than half are
immigrant students, a diverse group made up
of those who have worked in Sweden for at
least two years, who arc the children of im-
migrants, and who hold political refugee
status. Nationals from other than Nordic
countries may find it hard to obtain labor
permits in Sweden.

Immigrant students are entitled to state
provided study assistance and to stay in Swe-
den after finishing their studies.

(blest students are those who have been
granted entry visas to study in Sweden; they
must then be able to verity that satisfactory
arrangements have been made for their sup-
port during the study period. They are not
entitled to study assistance, nor are they per-
mitted to work while studying (though a
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qualified xception is made for summertime
employment). Guest students may not re-
main it Sweden after finishing their studies,

These rules derive from the general prin-
ciples laid down in the Aliens' Act 1954, as
amended.

Up to now it cannot be said that guest
students have been given a reception which
squares with any consistently thought-out
principles. The non-quotaed university pro-
grams have admitted those foreign students
who meet the scholastic qualifications. But
apart front limited exceptions our country
has not adapted its university education to
the particular needs of guest students. By
and large, too, they are left to cope with
their studying and financing situation as best
they can.

We submit that the reception of guest
students should be based to a greater extent
on cogently reasoned principles, with priority
consideration to go to special study pro-
grams and to educational levels above the
first degree. Further, our universities and
other agencies concerned ought to asstete
greater responsibility for the studying situa-
tion of foreign students, and the student
welfare and counselling services will have to
be expanded.

9.3.2 Working towards a first degree in
Sweden

Not all guest students will find it worth their
while to work their way towards a Swedish
first degree. They will have to learn Swedish,
which takes time, and the knowledge gained
will often have limited value since guest
students are not permitted to stay on after
finishing their studies. Guest students can-
not obtain study assistance or labor permits.
Moreover, apart from certain quotacd pro-
grams to which guest students can hardly
gain admission (medical studies, for in-
stance). the Swedish first degrees are not
especially well-known abroad, for which
reason they may prove less useful on the
labor markets of other countries.

It follows that trying to increase the re-
cruitment of guest students to complete the
whole undergraduate program is not worth
aiming at directly. for that matter, the Swe-
dish International Development Authority
does not think it generally desirable to bring
in students from the developing countries to
enroll in undergraduate education in Swe-
den.
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9.33 Postgraduate education, special pro-
grams
We prefer instead to lend stronger encour-
agement to guest-student enrolments at the
postgraduate, researcher-training level, i.e.
in courses which build upon the first degree
granted in other countries. Our universities
are often in a position to offer special ad-
vantages at this level. The instruction can
also be adapted more readily to individual
needs. Even certain special courses at under-
graduate level may be suited for foreign stu-
dents. Wherever possible, it would be desir-
able to mount the relevant courses in a for-
eign language.

Further, provision should be made to ex-
pand special programs of study for foreign
students.

The Swedish universities, acting in part-
nership with the Swedish International De-
velopment Authority, should increase their
collaboration with developing countries on
educational matters.

9.3.4 Qualification and selection
The question of qualification and selection
for university studies is under investigation
by another ad hoc committee, with foreign
students included in the terms of reference.
A likely result of the inquire will be to re-
quire foreign students to satisfy the same
prerequisites in their homelands that hold
for Swedish students before they are permit-
ted to enter universities in Sweden. This will
intensify demands for the evaluation of for-
eign education.

We propose that guest students also be
given access to a specified number of places
in programs with restricted intakes. A separ-
ate admission quota should perhaps apply to
guest students.

9.3.5 Instruction in Swedish
Instruction in Swedish for foreign students is
offered by several universities. The ability
to keep up with university instruction in
Swedish will require at least six months of
study, often longer.

We think the training in Swedish can be
rendered more effective and that funds
should be set aside for research on and
further development of the teaching meth-
ods. The instruction should adhere to those
principles for training in professional lan-
guages which we presented in section 8. In
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addition to learning the basics, foreign stu-
dents should also be enabled to enroll in
shorter backup courses in Swedish of the
same type that we want to he made available
to Swedish students of foreign languages.

P.3.6 Financing of living costs
We propose continuation of the present sys-
tem which allows state provided study as-
sistance to immigrant students but not to
guest students. The main reason for this is
that such assistance has to be repaid and as
such does not make a suitable financing
form for visiting students, who are presumed
to lease Sweden after finishing their studies.

The Swedish Institute awards certain go-
vernment scholarships to guest students.
These grants are partly bilateral, being based
on treaties between Sweden and some other
countries. In addition there are 100 stipends,
known as guest scholarships, which are an-
nounced in international competition. These
may he held for at most three years: the
amount of stipend is meant to defray the
necessary living expenses. The guest scholar-
ships are also intended for other kinds of
studies than university studies.

In our opinion the bilateral scholarship
systems should not be extended; however,
they should he retained in those cases where
bilateralism is the only way of bringing about
an exchange with other countries. On the
other hand we think a greater number of
guest scholarships should be sought in free
international competition.

We propose to increase the number of
guest scholarships gradullly from 100 to 250
over a throe-year period. The cost of 250
stipends is estimated at Skr 3.75 million.

9.3.7 Information and service
It is imperative to provide foreign students
with better information about studying op-
portunities in Sweden. More often than not
guest students feel they have been given
misleading or obscure information.

In the matter of rendering service to for-
eign students, reference is made to section
10.3.

9.4 Swedish university staff abroad
9.4.1 General views

If uniei-sity education is going to he at all
internationalizable. there is no escaping the

necessity to afford Swedish university- staff
with good opportunities to gain work ex-
perience abroadwhether they attend con-
gresses, conferences and symposia, join rese-
arch teams, teach in class, make field trips
for various purposes, etc. Not least impor-
tant, much better opportunities of thk kind
should be opened to younger teachers and
researchers: the resulting international con-
tacts and stimuli will have major spillover
effects because these people will be interact-
ing with their students for a long time to
come.

Overseas journeys are financed out of
appropriations to pay for day-to-day univer-
sity operation, as well as by the research
councils, private foundations and other sour-
ces. The biggest obstacle to an international
exchange is that there is not enough money
to meet the needs.

9.4.2 Principles for the international
exchange

It is easier to get grants for overseas journeys
with a research aim than for purposes which
directly concern education. Eminent rese-
archers find it easier to obtain funds than
younger researchers and staff with mainly
teaching duties.

We think better opportunities to sojourn
abroad should primarily be created for
younger researchers, holders of teaching
posts, for studies of foreign university educa-
tion and for teaching in other countries. The
Swedish universities do not know enough
about the design of university education in
other countries; we should be more receptive
to outside impulses that can help us renew
the methods, curriculum and structure of
higher education in our country.

It would be desirable to enable younger
teachers to take active part in the regular
educational work at foreign universities. To-
wards this end, cooperation agreements
should he reached with foreign universities
or their subdivisions (colleges, departments,
etc.). Among other things, we would like to
arrange for Swedish and foreign university
teachers to switch posts on a temporary
basis. A Swedish teacher should be thus
detachable from his regular organization to
serve one year abroad in every five-year
period.

Work at a foreign university should be
given full credit towards applying for a post
in Sweden.
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9.4.3 Financing
We propose a new financing source for over-
seas journeys alongside those already exist-
ing. namely a special appropriation to streng-
then the international arm of Sweden's uni-
versities (see p. 57). The appropriation is
meant to thump up the opportunities for for-
eign travels.

Under the present system. public grants
for this purpose may not be spent on jour-
neys outside Europe unless the Government
gives its consent in each special case. We
propose to have such geographic restrictions
abolished.

9.5 Foreign teachers and researchers in
Sweden

9.5.I General views
We look upon the participation of foreign
unkersity staff in Swedish education and
research as an important instrument to inter-
nationalize education and to create an in-
ternational environment at the Swedish uni-
versities.

Swedish citizenship is not required for
employment with a university in Sweden.
But apart from lecturers in languages, the
number of aliens who hold university teach-
ing posts in Sweden is small. Foreign teach-
ers chiefly serve by giving occasional lec-
tures.

We think it desirable to aim at longer-
term engagement of foreign teachers and
researchers in the universities' regular under-
graduate and postgraduate programs, not
least younger professionals.

Principles for the exchange
We recommend three main ways to secure
the increased participation of foreign teach-
ers and researchers.

First. Swedish and foreign university
teachers should he enabled to switch posts
for a specified period.

Second. the universities should he given
hinds to engage the temporary services of
foreign teachers and researchers alongside
the permanent teaching stall.

I !lift!. a number of special. specified-term
posts should be established for foreign teach-
ers and voungcr researchers. likewise along-
side the permanent teaching stall.
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9.5.3 Financing
The new appropriation we propose to streng-
then the international arm of our universities
(see p. 57) is intended to defray the costs
of guest lectures, engage the temporary ser-
vices of visiting teachers and researchers,
cover the expenses incurred by foreign pro-
fessionals in travelling to and from Sweden.
pay for working material and secretarial
assistance, etc.

To permit attaching foreign teachers and
researchers to Swedish universities for a
maximum term of three years, we further
propose the establishment of 30 posts for
visiting professors and 30 posts for visiting
research fellows or assistants. Upon nomina-
tions from the universities, these should be
distributed between them by the Office of
the Chancellor. The costs are estimated at
upwards of Skr 6 million per annum.

9.6 Cooperation agreements and services
To promote the exchange of university staff
and students, we propose that universities
and departments strive towards cooperation
agreements with counterpart institutions in
other countries. What we mostly have in
mind here are not general agreements to
cooperate but contracts for concrete pro-
jects.

A more effective exchange program will
require documentation, information and ser-
vice not only for Swedish students and staff
members who travel abroad, but also for
foreign students and staff members who
come to Sweden. We therefore propose form-
ing a network of international secretariats.
with the headquarters unit to be located at
the Office of the Chancellor and the other
secretariats at the universities. This proposal
is set out at greater length in section 10.3.

9.7 Economic resources
Accounted for above were our proposals for
appropriations to finance scholarships for
the overseas studies of Swedish students, for
the pursuit of studies in Sweden by visiting
students, and to permit special posts to be
established for foreign teachers and re-
searchers at the Swedish universities.

The costs of international exchange can
be financed out of the universities' current
operating budgets to a very limited extent
only. But as will have emerged from the
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foregoing. we also propose a special appro-
priation to strengthen the universities in
their international activities. 1 his appropria-
tion should he built up gradually over a
three -sear period to a corpus of SKr 10 mil-
lion. spread out across all the university
departments, that comes to an average SKr
17.000 per department. (Added to that we
have the aforementioned grants to pay for
scholarships and the salaries of foreign
teachers and researeher;, plus the possibility
of drawing upon current iniversity budgets).
1 he appropriation should he distributed
among the universities, which are to he
vested with discretionary spending powers
for the following purposes:

group studies in other countries (excursions,
field projects, field trips, collective studying
programs at foreign universities):

am.

overseas sojourns for Swedish teachers,
researchers and educational administrators;

costs of seconding foreign teachers and
researchers to Swedish universities (tempor-
ary employment, travelling expenses. work-
ing material and secretarial assistance, etc.).

1 he main reason why we prefer a special
appropriation to strengthen international
activities to increasing the ordinary univer-
sity grants is that we want to make sure the
monies will precisely redound to the benefit
of the international exchange program.

The total grant-in-aid rise we propose for
international exchange amounts to about
SKr 20 million, which is roughly equivalent
to one percent of the total expenditures on
higher education and research.
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10 Administrative and functional structures

10. I Internationally oriented institutes,
centers and posts
An internationalization of university educa-
tion must be anchored in the university de-
partments, which are usually organized by
disciplines. as well as in the normal teaching
posts. But a spur to more internationalized
education and research can also be galvaniz-
ed by institutes and centers of specific inter-
national orientation.

The now-operating centers of this kind
vary in their organizational structure and in
their ties to the universities. Some are area
centers, a group that includes the Africa
Institute in Uppsala and the Asia Institute
in Copenhagen. both on a common Nordic
basis, the Latin America Institute in Stock-
holm and the department for Eastern Euro-
pean research at the University of Uppsala.
Others have a different focus, e.g. the insti-
tute for international economics and the
department for international pedagogy link.
ed to the University of Stockholm, the cen-
ters for peace and conflict research at the
universities in Uppsala, Lund and UOteborg,
and the multidisciplinary center in Giite-
borg.

We think additional provision may have
to ,e made for tertiary establishments of
this kind, e.g. in the form of some new area
centers. Further. we think these centers
should he more intimately geared to the
research and educational programs of the
university departments and be provided with
sufficient basic resources for these purposes.

In addition, consideration should be given
to the need for international specializations
when new posts are to be established and
whenever the job content of vacancies in
universit departments is to be subjected to
renewed examination.
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10.2 In-service training of university
teachers
A point we stressed earlier in connection
with primary and secondary schooling is that
changing curricula will not suffice to inter-
nationalize education. This is very much a
question of teacher attitudes.

For this reason we have discussed general
measures affecting the work and environ-
ment of universities, e.g. in respect of the
thrust to be imparted to research, the train-
ing of researchers and changes of the univer-
sity structure intended to foster innovation.
Our proposals for increased international
exchange are also relevant to the present
context.

It should also be feasible to organize the
direct further education of university teach-
ers to make it harmonize with the endeavors
to renew education in an internationalizing
direction. This could take the form of a
refresher course which either aims at general
orientation and perspective shifting or pre-
pares for specific educational assignments,
for new tasks generated by curriculum
changes and the introduction of new educa-
tional programs.

The present program of "executive devel-
opment" (designed for teachers plus prefects
and directors of studies at the departments)
should accommodate instruction on systems
and procedures for internationalizing educa-
tion. This program should he expanded at
the earliest to enable all teachers to partake
of its benefits.

If we are really serious about interna-
tionalizing university education, it cannot
help but have consequences for those re-
sources which are reserved for in-service
training in this sector.
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10.3 International secretariats and
committees

in sonic other countries international secre-
tariats and committees are to be found both
at the universities and on the national level.
We have concluded that similar bodies will
have to be formed in Sweden to promote
internationalized education in general, but
above all to deal with practical matters in
connection with the international exchange
oz. staff members and students. International
secretariats have another raison d'etre: the
commitments to promote cooperation on
university affairs that Sweden has made
within international organizations such as
Unesco, the Council of Europe and the
OECD.

We propose to establish (a) an internation-
al secretariat at the Office of the Chancellor
and th) local international secretariats at the
universities.

Among the shared functions of the central
and the local secretariats: documentation
and information about foreign university
education; and mapping, information and
reporting on the plannning and extent of
the international operation.

The following would be major tasks for
the local secretariats: counselling Swedish
undergraduates, staff members and research-
ers travelling abroad for purposes of study-
ing, pursuing research and taking employ-
ment; rendering service to foreign students.
teachers and researchers; administering
courses in Swedish and other special prog-
rams for foreign students; rendering ser-
vice concerning exchange of staff mem-
hers; and rendering service and assistance
towards reaching coopciation agreements
with foreign universities.

The following would he major tasks for
the central secretariat: furnishing informa-
tion to other countries about university
education in Sweden; handling matters of
cooperation with international agencies; and
administering business relating to the evalua-
tion of education.

We propose that the central secretariat be

staffed with eight employees, the local sec-
retariats of larger universities with six em-
ployees and the smaller university secre-
tariats with four employees. The costs of
running the secretariats are estimated at
about SKr 3 million per annum.

Further, an international committee should
be set up at every university. The committee
would have an advisory capacity concerning
international policy and activities of the uni-
ersity.

10.4 The task ahead
An increased internationalization of univer-
sity education will have to proceed in incre-
ments, with local initiatives and central
measures interacting throughout. This is a
development process that will require a con-
certed attack and a concerted system of
monitoring over a period of years.

We call upon the Office of the Chancel-
lor, on the basis of our proposals and those
comments thereon that will he forthcoming
from the universities and other submission
bodies, to draft an action program for in-
creased internationalization of university
education. Further, a vehicle of consultation
should be established, this to take the form
of a permanent reference group that would
follow the course of events and initiate the
taking of steps as required. We also propose
to set up a separate reference group for
professional language training.

The efforts to internationalize education
must be a universally shared concern. A
draft recommendation concerning education
for international understanding, cooperation
and peace and education relating to human
rights and fundamental freedoms will be
tabled before the 1974 fall session of the
Unesco General Assembly. Our viewpoints
and proposals are in line with this draft
recommendation. Sweden should be actively
committed to the endeavors of international
organizations on behalf of internationalizing
education.
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The Internationalization Committee of the Office of the
Chancellor of the Swedish Universities welcomes any
comments on this publication, as well as material on
internationalizing university education, from govern-
ments, universities, professional schools, organizations
and individuals in other countries. We invite you to write
to UtbildningsbyrAn, Office of the Chancellor of the
Swedish Universities, Box 16 334, S-103 26 Stockholm
16, Sweden.

Utbildningsfortaget


